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Abstract

We develop the theory of maximal representations of the fundamental group
�1.†/ of a compact connected oriented surface † (possibly with boundary) into
Lie groups G of Hermitian type. For any homomorphism � W�1.†/!G, we define
the Toledo invariant T.†; �/, a numerical invariant which has both topological and
analytical interpretations. We establish important properties of T.†; �/, among
which continuity, uniform boundedness on the representation variety, additivity
under connected sum of surfaces and congruence relations mod Z. We thus obtain
information about the representation variety as well as striking geometric prop-
erties of maximal representations, that is representations whose Toledo invariant
achieves the maximum value.

Moreover we establish properties of boundary maps associated to maximal rep-
resentations which generalize naturally monotonicity properties of semiconjuga-
tions of the circle.

We define a rotation number function for general locally compact groups and
study it in detail for groups of Hermitian type. Properties of the rotation number,
together with the existence of boundary maps, lead to additional invariants for max-
imal representations and show that the subset of maximal representations is always
real semialgebraic.
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1. Introduction

Let † be an oriented compact surface with boundary @† and let G be a con-
nected semisimple Lie group with finite center. The problem of understanding the
representation variety Hom

�
�1.†/;G

�
has received considerable interest. A major

theme is the problem of singling out special components of this representation va-
riety which should generalize Teichmüller space and then studying the geometric
significance of the representations belonging to such components.

If G is a split real group and @† D ∅, there is a component whose global
properties were studied by Hitchin [33]; the geometric significance of these rep-
resentations was recently brought into the open on the one hand by the work of
Labourie [39] relating them to Anosov structures, and on the other hand by Fock
and Goncharov [22], [23] studying them via the notion of positivity introduced by
Lusztig [42].
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When G is of Hermitian type and @†D∅, one can define the Toledo invariant
of a representation and hence the notion of maximal representation: these form a
union of connected components of the representation variety. The global proper-
ties of these components were investigated by Garcı́a-Prada, Bradlow, and Gothen
using Higgs bundles [29], [4], and [5] and the geometric properties of maximal
representations were investigated by the authors in [13], [12].

The purpose of this paper is to introduce and study the notion of Toledo in-
variant when @†¤∅ and investigate the structure of the corresponding maximal
representations. The treatment includes the case in which @† D ∅ on which it
sheds new light.

The main results are the structure theorem (Theorem 5), the regularity prop-
erties of boundary maps (Theorem 8) and the formula for the Toledo invariant in
terms of rotations numbers (Theorem 12). For more background on the study of
maximal representations we refer to [4], [5], [11], [12], [13], [26], [27], [28], [32],
[49], [40], and [51].

1.1. The Toledo invariant. Let G be a group of Hermitian type (see �2.1.1),
so that in particular the associated symmetric space X is Hermitian of noncompact
type; then X carries a unique Hermitian (normalized) metric of minimal holomor-
phic sectional curvature �1. The Kähler form !X of this metric gives rise, in the
familiar way, to a continuous class �G 2 H2c .G;R/ and, owing to the isomorphism
between bounded continuous and continuous cohomology in degree two, to the
bounded Kähler class �b

G 2 H2cb.G;R/ (see �2.1). The bounded Kähler class is the
source of new invariants for representations and has been considered in [10], [12],
[13], [14], and [15].

Let † be a connected oriented compact surface with boundary @†, and � W
�1.†/!G a representation. When @†D∅, the Toledo invariant is given by the
evaluation of ��.�G/ on the fundamental class Œ†�,

T.†; �/D
˝
��.�G/; Œ†�

˛
:

In the general case we obtain, by pullback in bounded cohomology, a bounded
class

��.�b
G/ 2 H2b

�
�1.†/;R

�
Š H2b.†;R/ :

The canonical map j@† W H2b.†; @†;R/! H2b.†;R/ from singular bounded co-
homology relative to @† to singular bounded cohomology is an isomorphism (see
(2.d) in �2.2), and we define

T.†; �/D
˝
j�1@† �

�.�b
G/; Œ†; @†�

˛
;

where now j�1
@†
��.�b

G/ is considered as an ordinary relative class and Œ†; @†� is
the relative fundamental class. The above construction applies to any class � 2
H2cb.G;R/, and we denote by T�.†; �/ the resulting invariant. This generalization
will be useful when we consider integral classes. This construction circumvents
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the fact that H2.†;R/D 0 when @†¤∅; indeed in all cases H2b.†;R/ is infinite
dimensional, provided �.†/� �1.

The basic properties of the Toledo invariant are summarized in the following

THEOREM 1. Let G be a group of Hermitian type and � W �1.†/ ! G a
representation. Then

(1) jT.†; �/j � j�.†/j rX, where rX is the rank of X.

(2) The map T.†; � / is continuous on Hom
�
�1.†/;G

�
; if @† D ∅, its range is

finite, while if @†¤∅ its range is the interval�
� j�.†/j rX; j�.†/j rX

�
:

(3) If † is the connected sum of two (connected) surfaces †i along a separating
loop, then

T.†; �/D T.†1; �1/CT.†2; �2/ ;

where �i is the restriction of � to �1.†i /.

[Theorem 1 follows from Corollary 3.4, Proposition 3.10, Corollary 3.12, and Propo-
sition 3.2.]

Here and in the sequel, an essential role is played by Theorem 3.3, where we
identify the Toledo invariant with an invariant defined in analytic terms, introduced
and studied in [11]. In view of Theorem 1, we set the following

Definition 2. A representation � W �1.†/!G is maximal if

T.†; �/D j�.†/j rX :

We denote by Hommax
�
�1.†/;G

�
the subspace of the representation variety

consisting of maximal representations. Notice that when @† D ∅ this subspace
is a union of components of the representation variety, while when @† ¤ ∅ the
whole representation variety is connected (see however Corollary 14).

1.2. Geometric properties of maximal representations. Before treating the case
of a general group of Hermitian type, we state the structure theorem for maxi-
mal representation into PU.1; 1/ which generalizes to the case of surfaces with
boundary Goldman’s characterization of maximal representations when @†D∅
[26], [27].

THEOREM 3. Let † be a connected oriented surface such that �.†/� �1. A
representation � W �1.†/! PU.1; 1/ is maximal if and only if it is the holonomy
representation of a complete hyperbolic metric on the interior †ı of †.

Remark 4. Theorem 3 is proved in Section 3.2; the “only if” part is a con-
sequence of [11] together with the formula in Theorem 3.3; the “if” part, while
being Gauss-Bonnet’s theorem in the boundaryless case, requires a quite different
argument when @†¤∅.
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We observe that when @† ¤ ∅, the invariant T.†; �/ depends not only on
�1.†/ but also on †: in fact, if †1 and †2 are nondiffeomorphic surfaces with
isomorphic fundamental groups, i W �1.†1/ ! �1.†2/ is an isomorphism and
� W�1.†2/!PU.1; 1/ is a maximal representation, then it follows from Theorem 3
that � ı i is not maximal.

The first result beyond the case PU.1; 1/ was obtained by Toledo [49] who, in
the boundaryless case, showed that a maximal representation into PU.1;m/ stabi-
lizes a complex geodesic. It turns out that the appropriate generalization of complex
geodesic is, in this context, the notion of maximal tube type subdomain. Roughly
speaking, tube type domains are bounded symmetric domains which admit a model
which corresponds to the upper half plane model in the case of the Poincaré disk,
and their significance for rigidity questions of isometric group actions already ap-
peared in [10] and [14]. For a general Hermitian symmetric space X, maximal tube
type subdomains exist, are of rank equal to the rank of X, and are G-conjugate.
As alluded to above, the maximal tube type subdomains in complex hyperbolic
n-space are the complex geodesics.

The main structure theorem for maximal representations is:

THEOREM 5. Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic group defined over
R such that G D G.R/ı is of Hermitian type. Let † be a compact connected
oriented surface with (possibly empty) boundary and �.†/��1. If � W �1.†/!G

is a maximal representation, then

(1) � is injective with discrete image;

(2) the Zariski closure H<G of the image of � is reductive;

(3) the reductive Lie group H WD H.R/ı has compact centralizer in G, and the
symmetric space Y associated to H is Hermitian of tube type;

(4) �
�
�1.†/

�
stabilizes a maximal tube type subdomain T� X.

[Theorem 5 is proved in Section 4 when � has Zariski dense image, while the general
case is treated in Section 6.]

Remark 6. (1) In the case in which @†D∅, Theorem 5 was announced in
[13].

(2) When @†D∅, Theorem 5(4) was obtained by Hernández for G D PU.2;m/
[32]. Assuming that the representation is reductive, Bradlow, Garcı́a-Prada,
and Gothen also obtained Theorem 5(4) forGDSU.n;m/ [4] and for SO�.2n/
[5]. In each of these works the Toledo invariant appears as the first Chern class
of an appropriate complex line bundle over †.

(3) When @†¤∅ and G D PU.1;m/, Koziarz and Maubon introduced [38] an
invariant lying in the de Rham cohomology of † with compact support, whose
evaluation on Œ†; @†� can be shown to be equal to our notion of Toledo invari-
ant; in this context, they obtained in [38] Theorem 5(4) as well as Theorem 3.
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The symmetric space Y in Theorem 5 is the variety of maximal compact
subgroups of H ; since H has compact centralizer in G, there is a unique totally
geodesic embedding i WY! X which is not necessarily holomorphic but is tight.
This latter notion, which is analytic in nature, stems from our approach via bounded
cohomology; see [15].

A special case of Theorem 5 is when the homomorphism � has Zariski dense
image. Then Y D X and hence X is of tube type. This result is optimal in the
sense that every tube type domain admits a maximal representation with Zariski
dense image. More precisely, let d W D! X be a diagonal disk, also called tight
holomorphic disk in [21] and [15] (see (2.b), �2.1.2 for the definition), and � W
SU.1; 1/!G.R/ı a homomorphism associated to d .

THEOREM 7. Assume that X is of tube type, that �.†/� �2, and let

h W �1.†/! SU.1; 1/

be a complete hyperbolization of †ı. If the surface is of type .g; n/ D .1; 2/ or
.0; 4/, we assume that h sends one, respectively two, boundary components of @†
to hyperbolic elements. Then �0 WD � ı h W �1.†/ ! G admits a deformation
.�t /t�0 such that:

(1) �t is maximal for all t � 0, and

(2) �t has Zariski dense image for all t > 0.

[This theorem is proved in Section 9.]

1.3. Boundary maps. Maximal representations give rise to boundary maps
with special regularity properties which in turn play an important role in the study
of the set of maximal representations and in the construction of new invariants
thereof. Monotonicity (or positivity) is one of these properties and in order to
express it we need the notion of maximal triples of points in the Shilov boundary of
a symmetric domain: those are the vertices of ideal geodesic triangles of maximal
Kähler area in a sense made precise in [21] (see �2.1.3 for the definition).

THEOREM 8. Let h W �1.†/! PU.1; 1/ be a complete hyperbolization of †ı

of finite area and � W �1.†/!G a representation into a group of Hermitian type.
Then � is maximal if and only if there exists a left continuous map ' W @D! {S with
values in the Shilov boundary {S of the bounded symmetric domain associated to G
such that

(1) ' is strictly � ı h�1-equivariant, and

(2) ' is monotone, that is, it maps positively oriented triples on @D to maximal
triples on {S .

[Theorem 8 is proved in Section 5 in the case in which � has Zariski dense image and
in Section 6 in the general case.]
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Remark 9. The theorem holds true also if “left continuous” is replaced by
“right continuous”.

The characterization in Theorem 8 clarifies the relation between maximal rep-
resentations and the Hitchin — respectively positive — representations into split
real Lie groups which were recently studied by Labourie [39] and Guichard [31] —
respectively Fock and Goncharov [22]. Indeed in the latter the authors established
a similar characterization in terms of equivariant maps from @D into (full) flag
varieties which send positively oriented triple in @D to positive triples of flags in
the sense of Lusztig.

In the only case when G is of Hermitian type as well as real split, namely
when G is locally isomorphic to a symplectic group Sp.V /, the Shilov boundary
can be identified with the space of Lagrangian subspaces in V and in this case
the notion of maximality of triples in {S coincides with the notion of positivity of
triples in partial flag varieties — such as the space of Lagrangians — defined by
Lusztig in [43]. Thus Theorem 8 implies that the space of positive representations
into PSp.V / defined by Fock and Goncharov [22, Def. 1.10], is a proper subset of
the space of maximal representations. For the Hitchin component (when @†D∅)
this was observed in [12].

The issue of continuity of the boundary map ' presents itself naturally. When
@†D∅, the continuity of ' was established in [12] in the case in whichGDSp.V /
is a symplectic group, as a byproduct of the construction of an Anosov system; the
case of a general group of Hermitian type will be treated in a forthcoming paper.
When @† ¤ ∅, then already in the case G D PU.1; 1/ the map ' will not be
in general continuous as the case in which � is an infinite area hyperbolization
indicates. In fact, if G D PU.1; 1/, the map ' is a semiconjugacy in the sense
of Ghys [25] and this will be used in Section 8.2 to define a canonical integral
bounded class

�b
†;Z 2 H2b

�
�1.†/;Z

�
which, when @†D∅, corresponds to the fundamental class under the comparison
map. Letting �b

† 2 H2b
�
�1.†/;R

�
denote the corresponding real class, we will

establish in Section 8.2 (see Corollary 8.6) the following

COROLLARY 10. For any homomorphism � W �1.†/!G, the following are
equivalent:

(1) � is maximal, and

(2) ��.�/D �G.�/�b
†, for all � 2H2cb.G;R/, where �G is a certain explicit linear

form on H2cb.G;R/.

The extent to which Corollary 10 does not hold for integral classes will be
the source of new invariants of maximal representations which will be given an
explicit form once rotation numbers are introduced in the next section.
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1.4. Toledo invariant and rotation numbers. In order to define a notion of
integral class in continuous bounded cohomology we consider, for G a locally
compact second countable group and AD Z or R, the cohomology yH�cb.G;A/ of
the complex of bounded Borel cochains on G which turns out to coincide with
bounded continuous cohomology if AD R (see Section 2.3). Given � 2 yH2cb.G;Z/,
we introduce in Section 7 the rotation number

Rot� WG! R=Z ;

which is a class function whose restriction to any amenable closed subgroup is a
homomorphism and we show its continuity (Corollary 7.6).

The rotation number Rot� generalizes the classical rotation number of an ori-
entation preserving homeomorphism of the circle as well as the symplectic rotation
number introduced by Barge and Ghys in [1] and the construction of Clerc and
Koufany in [18]. The exact relations are discussed in Section 7.

When G if of Hermitian type and K <G is a maximal compact subgroup, the
basic properties of the rotation number Rot� are summarized in the following

THEOREM 11. (1) The map

yH2cb.G;Z/! Homc.K;R=Z/

� 7! Rot� jK

is an isomorphism.

(2) The change of coefficients yH2cb.G;Z/! H2cb.G;R/ is injective with image a
lattice.

(3) For every g 2G,
Rot�.g/D Rot�.k/ ;

where k 2K is conjugate to the elliptic component ge in the refined Jordan
decomposition g D geghgu of g.

(4) The unique continuous lift

eRot� W zG! R

vanishing at e is a homogeneous quasimorphism.

[Theorem 11 is proved in Propositions 7.7, 7.8, and Theorem 7.9; for the refined
Jordan decomposition see [3, �2].]

We turn now to the formula of the Toledo invariant T�.†; �/ when � is an
integral bounded class. For this we assume that @†¤∅ and let

�1.†/D

�
a1; b1; : : : ; ag ; bg ; c1; : : : ; cn W

gY
iD1

Œai ; bi �

nY
jD1

cj D e

�
(1.1)

be a presentation where the elements ci represent loops which are freely homotopic
to the corresponding boundary components of @† with positive orientation. Given
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a homomorphism � W �1.†/!G, let z� W �1.†/! zG be a lift of � to the universal
covering zG, taking into account that �1.†/ is free.

THEOREM 12. Let � 2 yH2cb.G;Z/. Then

T�.†; �/D�
nX

jD1

eRot�
�
z�.cj /

�
:

[Theorem 12 is proved in Section 8.1.]

When the boundary of † is empty, a formula for T� (see Theorem 8.3) can
be obtained by cutting † along a separating loop and using Theorem 12 together
with the additivity property of the Toledo invariant in Theorem 1(3).

In conjunction with Corollary 10, rotation numbers give rise to nontrivial
invariants of maximal representations; recalling that the Shilov boundary {S of the
bounded symmetric domain D associated to G is a homogeneous space with typical
stabilizer Q and letting eG denote the exponent of the finite group Q=Qı, we have:

THEOREM 13. Let � 2 yH2cb.G;Z/ and �0 W �1.†/! G a maximal represen-
tation.

(1) For every maximal representation � W �1.†/!G the map

R�0� .�/ W �1.†/ �! R=Z

 7! Rot�
�
�./

�
�Rot�

�
�0./

�
is a homomorphism.

(2) If D is of tube type, then R�0� .�/ takes values in e�1G Z=Z and

Hommax
�
�1.†/;G

�
! Hom

�
�1.†/;R=Z

�
is constant on connected components.

[Theorem 13 is proved in Section 8.2.]

In Example 8.7 we describe for G D Sp.V /, dim.V /D 4m and @†D∅ that
already Rot�.�/ W �1.†/! Z=2Z is a homomorphism and discuss its relationship
with the first Stiefel-Withney class of a certain real vector bundle constructed using
the boundary map from Theorem 8.

We turn now to our final application to representation varieties. For this we
assume again that @† ¤ ∅ and use the familiar presentation of �1.†/ given in
(1.1). Then

Hom {S
�
�1.†/;G

�
WD
˚
� 2 Hom

�
�1.†/;G

�
W �.ci / has at least

one fixed point in {S; 1� i � n
	

is a semialgebraic set if G is real algebraic and we have as a consequence of
Theorem 8, that

(1.2) Hommax
�
�1.†/;G

�
� Hom {S

�
�1.†/;G

�
:
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COROLLARY 14. Let � 2 yH2cb.G;Z/ and assume that D is of tube type. Then:

(1) T�.†; �/ 2 e�1G Z for every � 2 Hom {S
�
�1.†/;G

�
, and

(2) Hommax
�
�1.†/;G

�
is a union of connected components of the set

Hom {S
�
�1.†/;G

�
:

[Corollary 14 is proved in Section 8.3.]

An alternative boundary condition might be imposed by fixing instead a set
CD fC1; : : : ;Cng of conjugacy classes in G and defining

HomC
�
�1.†/;G

�
WD
˚
� 2 Hom

�
�1.†/;G

�
W �.ci / 2 Ci ; 1� i � n

	
:

Then HomC
�
�1.†/;G

�
is also a semialgebraic set, and it follows immediately

from Theorem 12 that T� is constant on its connected components.
Notice however that Corollary 14 implies that for many choices of conjugacy

classes the intersection Hommax
�
�1.†/;G

�
\HomC

�
�1.†/;G

�
considered above

is actually empty. For example in the case when † has precisely one boundary
component Theorem 12 readily implies that for any maximal representation the
rotation number of the conjugacy class CD fC1g has to be zero. From a different
point of view, fixing a conjugacy class C with nonzero rotation number gives a
modified Milnor-Wood type inequality as in Theorem 1(1) for the Toledo invariant
restricted to HomC

�
�1.†/;G

�
. Goldman showed in [28] that for the one-punctured

torus, representations into PSL.2;R/ maximizing the Toledo invariant with respect
to this modified Milnor-Wood type inequality correspond to singular hyperbolic
structures on the torus with cone type singularities in the puncture.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Hermitian symmetric spaces, bounded continuous cohomology.

2.1.1. A Lie group G is of Hermitian type if it is connected, semisimple
with finite center and no compact factors, and if the associated symmetric space is
Hermitian. A Lie group G is of type (RH) if it is connected reductive with compact
center and the quotient G=Gc by the largest connected compact normal subgroup
Gc is of Hermitian type.

If G is a locally compact group, H�c .G;R/ denotes the continuous cohomology
with R-trivial coefficients, while H�cb.G;R/ is the bounded continuous cohomology;
for the general theory concerning the latter and its relation to the former, we refer
to [46], [7], [8], and [9].

When G is of type (RH) and X is its associated symmetric space, we have
isomorphisms

�2.X/G //H2c .G;R/ H2cb.G;R/ ;
oo

where the first is the van Est isomorphism between the complex��.X/G ofG-invar-
iant differential forms on X and H�c .G;R/ [50], while the second is the comparison
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map which in degree two is an isomorphism [7]. Given ! 2�2.X/G and x 2 X a
basepoint, the function

c!.g0; g1; g2/ WD
1

2�

Z
�.g0x;g1x;g2x/

! ;

where �.g0x; g1x; g2x/ denotes a smooth triangle with geodesic sides, defines
a homogeneous G-invariant cocycle which is moreover bounded; when ! D !X

is the Kähler form for the unique G-invariant Hermitian metric of minimal holo-
morphic sectional curvature �1 (normalized metric), we let �G 2 H2c .G;R/ and
�b
G 2 H2cb.G;R/ denote the corresponding classes and refer to �G (respectively �b

G)
as the Kähler class (respectively bounded Kähler class). For the Gromov norm of
�b
G , we have that

k�b
Gk D

rX

2
;(2.1)

where rX is the rank of X.

2.1.2. Let G be of Hermitian type and X be the associated symmetric space.
Then:

(2.a) A maximal polydisk in X is the image of a totally geodesic and holomorphic
embedding t W DrX ! X of a product of rX Poincaré disks.

(2.b) A diagonal disk (or tight holomorphic disk) in X, is the image of the diagonal
D� DrX under t ; we will denote by d W D! X the resulting totally geodesic
and holomorphic embedding.

To the above objects are associated a connected finite covering L of PU.1; 1/
and homomorphisms � W LrX !G and � W L!G with respect to which t and d
are equivariant. We have moreover that

��.�b
G/D �

b
LrX and ��.�b

G/D rX�
b
L :(2.2)

2.1.3. LetG be of type (RH), X the associated symmetric space, D the bounded
domain realization, and {S its Shilov boundary. Then {S is a homogeneous G-space
of the form G=Q, where Q is a specific parabolic subgroup (which is maximal if
X is irreducible). Two points x; y 2 {S are transversal if .x; y/ lies in the open
G-orbit in {S2. Let {S .3/ denote the set of triples of pairwise transversal points. It
was shown by Clerc and Ørsted ([20], [21]) that the map

D3 �! R

.x; y; z/ 7!
1

2�

Z
�.x;y;z/

!D ;

where !D is the Kähler form for the normalized metric on D, extends continuously
to {S .3/; Clerc showed then that by taking appropriate tangential limits one obtains
a well defined G-invariant Borel cocycle

ˇ {S W
{S3! R
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extending the previous one, which satisfies

jˇ {S .x; y; z/j �
rD

2
;

where rD D rX (see [17, Th. 5.3]). In the following ˇ {S will be referred to as the
generalized Maslov cocycle and a triple x; y; z 2 {S for which ˇ {S .x; y; z/D

rD
2

will
be called maximal.

Let now
�
B1alt .

{S�/
�

denote the complex of bounded alternating Borel cocycles
on {S . Then, under the canonical map

H�
�
B1alt .

{S�/G
�
! H�cb.G;R/(2.3)

(see [14, �4.2.], [9, Cor. 2.2.]) the class defined by ˇ {S corresponds to �b
G .

2.2. Bounded singular and bounded group cohomology. A “space” will al-
ways refer to a countable CW-complex and A will be one of the coefficients Z, R,
or R=Z. For a pair of spaces Y �X , H�.X; Y;A/ and H�b.X; Y;A/ denote respec-
tively the singular relative cohomology with coefficients in A and its bounded coun-
terpart; observe that H�.X; Y;R=Z/ D H�b.X; Y;R=Z/. Also, H�

�
�1.X/; A

�
and

H�b
�
�1.X/; A

�
denote respectively the group cohomology and the bounded group

cohomology of �1.X/withA-coefficients, and H�
�
�1.X/;R=Z

�
DH�b

�
�1.X/;R=Z

�
.

These cohomology theories come with the following natural comparison maps

H�b.X; Y;A/! H�.X; Y;A/ ;

H�b
�
�1.X/; A

�
! H�

�
�1.X/; A

�
;

H�
�
�1.X/; A

�
! H�

�
X;A

�
;

H�b
�
�1.X/; A

�
! H�b

�
X;A

�
;

where the last two are induced by the classifying map X ! B�1.X/.
We recall the following facts:

(2.c) the short exact sequence

0 //Z //R //R=Z //0(2.4)

gives rise to long exact sequences in each of the four cohomology theories;
these sequences are natural with respect to the four comparison maps;

(2.d) the inclusion of spacesZ1�Z2�X induces a long exact sequence in singular
relative and bounded singular relative cohomology which fits into the long
exact sequences coming from the coefficient sequence in (2.c);

(2.e) in general the comparison map

gX W H�b
�
�1.X/;R

�
! H�b.X;R/

is an isomorphism [30], [6], [35], referred to as Gromov isomorphism; as
a consequence, if each connected component of Z1 and Z2 has amenable
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fundamental group, then the map

jZ1;Z2 W H
�
b.X;Z2;R/! H�b.X;Z1;R/

is an isomorphism; whenZ1D∅ we set j∅;Z2DW jZ2 for ease of notation. We
will only need the above isomorphism when all spaces involved are K.�; 1/’s,
in which case we have for all coefficients A a commutative diagram

H�b
�
�1.X/; A

� gX //

��

H�b.X;A/

��
H�
�
�1.X/; A

� gX // H�.X;A/ ;

where the horizontal maps are isomorphisms.

2.3. (Bounded) Borel cohomology versus (bounded) continuous cohomology.
Given a locally compact group G and A D Z;R;R=Z, we have the complexes�
C.G�; A/

�
,
�
Cb.G

�; A/
�
,
�
B.G�; A/

�
, and

�
Bb.G

�; A/
�
, of A-valued continuous,

bounded continuous, Borel and bounded Borel cochains on G which lead, by tak-
ing the cohomology of the G-invariants, to the A-valued continuous H�c .G;A/,
bounded continuous H�cb.G;A/, Borel yH�c .G;A/ and bounded Borel yH�cb.G;A/

cohomology. Of course when A D Z the first two cohomology theories are not
of much use and their Borel version is a natural substitute. We have at any rate
comparison maps coming from the obvious inclusions of complexes

H�cb.G;A/
//

��

H�c .G;A/

��
yH�cb.G;A/

// yH�c .G;A/ :

For us the following facts will be of importance:

(2.f) the short exact sequence

0 //Z //R //R=Z //0

gives rise to long exact sequences in Borel and bounded Borel cohomology
which are compatible with respect to the comparison map;

(2.g) H�cb.G;R=Z/D H�c .G;R=Z/ and yH�cb.G;R=Z/D yH�c .G;R=Z/;

(2.h) if AD R;Z, then yH1c .G;A/D Homc.G;A/ and H1cb.G;A/D 0;

(2.i) H�cb.G;R/ D
yH�cb.G;R/, which can be checked by using the regularization

operators defined in [2, �4];

(2.l) if G is a Lie group, the comparison map H�c .G;R/! yH
�
c .G;R/ is an isomor-

phism [52, Th. 3].
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3. Toledo numbers, basic properties and first consequences

3.1. Definitions and basic properties. Let † be a compact oriented surface
with (possibly empty) boundary @†, G a locally compact group, and � W�1.†/!G

a homomorphism. Using the diagram

H2cb.G;R/
�� // H2b

�
�1.†/;R

�
//g† // H2b.†;R/

H2b.†; @†;R/

j@†

OO

where �� is the pullback in bounded cohomology, g† the Gromov isomorphism in
(2.e), and j@† is the isomorphism in (2.e) in bounded singular cohomology induced
by the inclusion .†;∅/! .†; @†/, we make the following

Definition 3.1. The Toledo number of � relative to a class � 2 H2cb.G;R/ is

T�.†; �/ WD
˝
.j@†/

�1g†�
�.�/; Œ†; @†�

˛
:

Here Œ†; @†� 2 H2.†; @†;R/ denotes the relative fundamental class and
.j@†/

�1g†�
�.�/ is considered as an ordinary relative cohomology class.

WhenG is of type (RH) the Toledo number T.†; �/ of � is defined as T�.†; �/
where � D �b

G is the bounded Kähler class (see �2.1.1). The following two proper-
ties are immediate:

– if �1 and �2 are G-conjugate, then T�.†; �1/D T�.†; �2/;

– if f W†1!†2 is a continuous map of degree d � 1 and �i W �1.†i /!G are
homomorphisms related by �1 D �2f�, where f� is the morphism induced on
the fundamental groups, then T�.†1; �1/D d �T�.†2; �2/.

The next results describe the behavior of the Toledo numbers under natural
topological operations on surfaces.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let † be a surface and � W �1.†/!G a homomorphism.

(1) (Additivity) If † D †1 [C †2 is the connected sum of two subsurfaces †i
along a separating loop C , then

T�.†; �/D T�.†1; �1/CT�.†2; �2/ ;

where �i is the restriction of � to �1.†i /.

(2) (Invariance under gluing) If †0 is the surface obtained by cutting † along a
nonseparating loop C and i W†0!† is the canonical map, then

T�.†0; �i�/D T�.†; �/ :
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Proof. Here we prove the additivity property, the proof of the invariance under
gluing proceeds along similar lines. Let ˛ 2 H2b.†; @†/ and let

j WD j@†[C;@† W H
2
b.†; @†[C/! H2b.†; @†/

be the morphism given by the inclusion .†; @†/! .†; @†[C/; notice that j
is an isomorphism since every connected component of @† [ C has amenable
fundamental group. Then:˝

˛; Œ†; @†�
˛
D
˝
j�1.˛/; Œ†1; @†1�C Œ†2; @†2�

˛
D
˝
j�1.˛/j†1 ; Œ†1; @†1�

˛
C
˝
j�1.˛/j†2 ; Œ†2; @†2�

˛
:

Using that j�1.˛/j†i D .ji /
�1.˛j†i /, where ji WD j@†i�C;@†i , we get˝

˛; Œ†; @†�
˛
D
˝
.j1/

�1.˛j†1/; Œ†1; @†1�
˛
C
˝
.j2/

�1.˛j†2/; Œ†2; @†2�
˛
:

Specializing to j@†.˛/D g†��.�/ and observing that

.ji /
�1.˛j†i /D .ji /

�1.˛/j†i D .j@†i /
�1g†i�

�
i .�/

concludes the proof. �

3.2. The analytic formula. In this section we relate the Toledo numbers in-
troduced in Section 3.1 to invariants introduced and studied in [11]. Let G be a
locally compact group. Let L be a finite connected covering of PU.1; 1/, � < L a
lattice, and � W �!G a homomorphism. Composing the transfer map

Tb W H2b.�;R/! H2cb.L;R/

with the pullback ��, we obtain the bounded Toledo map

Tb.�/ W H2cb.G;R/! H2cb.L;R/D R�b
L

(see [11]) which leads to an invariant tb.�; �/ 2 R given by

Tb.�/.�/D tb.�; �/�b
L

for � 2 H2cb.G;R/. When G is of type (RH) we set, in analogy with Section 3.1,

tb.�/D tb.�; �b
G/ :

THEOREM 3.3. Let h W �1.†/! � be an isomorphism whose composition
with the projection to PU.1; 1/ is the developing homomorphism of a complete
hyperbolic structure on †ı with finite area. Then

T�.†; �/D j�.†/j tb.� ı h�1; �/

for any homomorphism � W �1.†/!G and � 2 H2cb.G;R/.

We defer the proof of this theorem until Section 3.3 and collect here a few
important consequences.

COROLLARY 3.4. We have the following Milnor-Wood type bounds:
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(1) jT�.†; �/j � 2j�.†/j k�k;

(2) if G is of type (RH), then jT.†; �/j � j�.†/j rX.

Proof. The first assertion follows from Theorem 3.3 and the fact that the trans-
fer Tb and the pullback are both norm decreasing. The second assertion follows
from the first one and the equality k�b

Gk D
rX
2

(see �2.1). �

The following are then the two main concepts of this paper:

Definition 3.5. Let G be a group of type (RH).

(1) A homomorphism � W �1.†/! G of a surface group �1.†/ is maximal if
T.†; �/D j�.†/jrX.

(2) A homomorphism � W �!G of a lattice � < L is maximal if tb.�/D rX.

Observe that the first definition generalizes the concept of maximal represen-
tation given in the introduction and puts it in the context of groups of type (RH)
which will turn out to be the right one for the proofs. The second concept of
maximality is equivalent to the one introduced in [11], the equivalence being given
by [11, Lemma 5.3]. The relationship between the above definitions is given by
Theorem 3.3.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let h W �1.†/ ! PU.1; 1/ be a hyperbolization of
†ı with finite area and image �; in particular h is induced by a diffeomorphism
f W†ı! �nD. Let � W �1.†/! PU.1; 1/ be a homomorphism. If � is maximal,
then, by Theorem 3.3, � ı h�1 W � ! G is maximal as a representation of the
lattice � , and it follows then from [11, Lemma 5.2 and Cor. 11] that � ı h�1 is
induced by a diffeomorphism

f� W �nD! �
�
�1.†/

�
nD

which implies that � itself is induced by the diffeomorphism

f� ıf W†
ı
! �

�
�1.†/

�
nD :

Conversely, if � is induced by a complete hyperbolic metric on †ı, there exists
a semiconjugation F W @D! @D in the sense of Ghys [25] with �./F D Fh./.
Since �b

PU.1;1/ is the bounded real Euler class [25], we have that

��.�b
PU.1;1//D h

�.�b
PU.1;1//

and hence

.� ı h�1/�.�b
PU.1;1//D �

b
PU.1;1/j� ;

which, applying the transfer map, implies that tb.�ıh�1/D 1, and thus � is maximal
by Theorem 3.3. �
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3.3. Proof of Theorem 3.3. The statement of Theorem 3.3 can be reformu-
lated as follows. Let � < L be a torsionfree lattice; we consider the finite area
surface S D �nD as interior of a compact surface S with boundary @ xS , which
is a union of circles. Given a homomorphism � W � ! G and identifying � with
�1.S/D �1. xS/, the assertion is that

T�. xS; �/D j�.S/jtb.�; �/ :

For T � 0 large enough, let S�T denote the union of the convex cusp neighborhoods
bounded by horocycles of length 1=T . It is easy to verify that if ˇ 2 H2b.�;R/, we
have ˝

.j@ xS /
�1g xS .ˇ/; Œ

xS; @ xS�
˛
D
˝
.jT /

�1gS .ˇ/; ŒS; S�T �
˛

(3.1)

where, for ease of notation, jT refers to the canonical isomorphism

H2b.S; S�T ;R/! H2b.S;R/ :

Introducing the notation
Tb.ˇ/D �.ˇ/�

b
L ;

where Tb is the transfer operator, the theorem will then follow from (3.1) and the
proposition below applied to ˇ D ��.�/.

PROPOSITION 3.6. With the above notation,˝
.jT /

�1gS .ˇ/; ŒS; S�T �
˛
D �.ˇ/j�.S/j :

The rest of this subsection is devoted to the proof of Proposition 3.6 for which
we will need the three lemmas below. We fix the following notation: if Y is any
topological space, let Sm.Y / denote the set of singular m-simplices and Fb.Y;R/

the space of bounded m-cochains.

LEMMA 3.7 (Loeh-Strohm, [41, Th. 2.37]). Let U � D be a convex subset
and ƒ < L be a discrete torsionfree subgroup preserving U . The canonical iso-
morphism

Hmb .ƒ;R/
Š
�! Hmb .ƒnU;R/

can be implemented by the map

Cb;alt.U
mC1;R/ƒ! Fmb .ƒnU;R/

f 7�! xf ;

defined by xf .�/ WD f . Q�0; : : : ; Q�m/, where � W �m ! ƒnU is an m-simplex and
Q� W�m! U is a lift with vertices Q�0; : : : ; Q�m.

The next lemma follows from standard properties of the transfer map and will
also be useful later on. Let A.x; y; z/ denote the area of a geodesic triangle in D

with vertices x, y, and z, and let � be the L-invariant probability measure on �nL.
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LEMMA 3.8. Let a 2 Cb;alt.D
3;R/� be a representative of the class ˇ 2

H2b.�;R/. Then Z
�nL

a.gx; gy; gz/d�.g/D
�.ˇ/

2�
A.x; y; z/ :

We will also need to represent the relative cycle ŒS; S�T � using smearing in
the context of relative measure homology. For ı 2 S2.D/ we consider as usual the
continuous map

mı W �nL! S2.S/

�g 7! p.gı/

where p W D! S is the canonical projection and define

SmT .ı/D .mı/�
�
�j.�nL/T

�
;

where .�nL/T D f�g 2 �nL W p.g0/ 2 S�T g and S�T is the complement of S�T .
The following is then a verification proceeding along standard arguments.

LEMMA 3.9. Let � W�2!D be a geodesic simplex and � 0 its reflection along
one side. Then there is C > 1 such that the boundary of the measured chain

�CT WD SmCT .�/�SmCT .�
0/

has its support in S1.S�T / and �CT represents the relative cycle

2A.�/

A.S/
ŒS; S�T �

where A refers to the hyperbolic area.

Proof of Proposition 3.6. In the notation of Lemma 3.7, let a 2 Cb;alt.D
3;R/�

be such that xa is a representative of gS .ˇ/. Then for T0 large enough xa restricted
to S�T0 is trivial in bounded cohomology, and using Lemma 3.7 applied to appro-
priate cusp neighborhoods we get a continuous bounded function

xf W S1.S�T0/! R

with xajS2.S�T0 / D d
xf .

For T � T0 define fT W S1.S/! R as being equal to xf on simplices in S�T
and zero otherwise, and let aT WD xa�dfT . Then aT is a bounded Borel function on
S2.S/ and kaT k1 � C for some constant C > 0. Moreover aT is a representative
of .jT /�1gS .ˇ/. For T2 � T1 � T0 we clearly have˝

.jT1/
�1gS .ˇ/; ŒS; S�T1 �

˛
D
˝
.jT1/

�1gS .ˇ/; ŒS; S�T2 �
˛
:(3.2)

According to Lemma 3.9 the right-hand side equals�
aT1 ;

A.S/

2A.�/
�CT2

�
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which, letting T2!1, gives

A.S/

2A.�/

Z
�nL

�
aT1.pg.�//� aT1.pg.�

0//
�
d�.g/ :

Since however the left-hand side of (3.2) is independent of T1, we let T1!1 and,
using the dominated convergence theorem, obtain˝

.jT /
�1gS .ˇ/; ŒS; S�T �

˛
D
A.S/

2A.�/

Z
�nL

�
a.g�0; g�1; g�2/� a.g�

0
0; g�

0
1; g�

0
2/
�
d�.g/

which, together with Lemma 3.8, proves the proposition. �

3.4. Continuity. We will now use Theorem 3.3 to show the following

PROPOSITION 3.10. LetG be a group of Hermitian type and let � 2H2cb.G;R/.
Then the map

(3.3)
T�.†; � / W Hom

�
�1.†/;G

�
�! R

� 7! T�.†; �/

is continuous.

Together with the following basic example of maximal representation, the
continuity of � 7! T�.†; �/ allows us to determine the range of the map in (3.3)
when � D �b

G and @†¤∅.

Example 3.11. Let G be of Hermitian type with associated symmetric space
X, d W D ! X a diagonal disk (see (2.b)), and � W L ! G the corresponding
homomorphism, where L is an appropriate finite covering of PU.1; 1/. Then if
h W �1.†/! � < L is a finite area hyperbolization of †ı, the homomorphism
� WD� ı h is maximal. Indeed, we have that

��.�b
G/D rX�

b
L

and hence (Theorem 3.3)

T.†;� ı h/D j�.†/jtb.�j�/D j�.†/jrX :

Observe that if d 0 is the composition of d with an antiholomorphic isometry of
D and �0 W L ! G is the corresponding homomorphism, then T.†;�0 ı h/ D
�j�.†/jrX.

COROLLARY 3.12. Assume that @†¤∅. Then the range of the map T .†; � /
is the interval

�
� rXj�.†/j; rXj�.†/j

�
.

Proof. By Corollary 3.4 the range is contained in the above interval, and,
by Example 3.11 it contains the endpoints. Since @† ¤ ∅, �1.†/ is a free
group and hence Hom

�
�1.†/;G

�
is connected. The corollary then follows from

Proposition 3.10. �
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Turning now to the proof of Proposition 3.10 we will need the following:

LEMMA 3.13. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with associated
symmetric space X, let C.D;X/ be the space of continuous maps from the Poincaré
disk D into X, with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, and let
� be a torsionfree lattice in PU.1; 1/. Then there is a continuous map

Hom.�;G/! C.D;X/

� 7! F�

such that F� is equivariant with respect to � W �!G.

Proof. Let K be a simplicial complex such that jKj is homeomorphic to �nD.
Let � W �!G be a homomorphism and F WeK.0/! X a �-equivariant map defined
on the 0-skeleton of the universal covering of K. Using barycentric coordinates on
the simplices of eK and the center of mass in X, one obtains a canonical continuous
extension F ext WeK! X which is thus �-equivariant and depends continuously on
F . Fix Y �eK.0/ a complete set of representatives of �-orbits in eK.0/ and fix any
map f W Y ! X. Then given � W � ! G, we define f� W eK.0/! X as the unique
�-equivariant extension of f and F� WD .f�/

ext . The assertion that � 7! F� is
continuous follows from the continuity of the center of mass construction in X. �

Proof of Proposition 3.10. We realize, as we may, the bounded continuous co-
homology of G on the complex

�
Cb;alt.X

�;R/
�

of bounded continuous alternating
cochains on X and similarly for L and � on

�
Cb;alt.D

�;R/
�
. Given a homomor-

phism � W �!G, the continuous �-equivariant map F� 2 C.D;X/ in the previous
lemma induces by precomposition a map of complexes�

Cb;alt.X
�;R/

�G
!
�
Cb;alt.D

�;R/
��

which, according to [9], represents the pullback �� W H2cb.G;R/! H2b.�;R/. In
particular, if c W X3! R is a bounded continuous G-invariant alternating cocycle
representing � 2 H2cb.G;R/, then the cocycle

.z1; z2; z3/ 7! c
�
F�.z1/; F�.z2/; F�.z3/

�
represents ��.�/ 2 H2b.�;R/ [9]. We then deduce from Lemma 3.8 thatZ

�nL

c
�
F�.gz1/; F�.gz2/; F�.gz3/

�
d�.g/D

1

2�
tb.�; �/A.z1; z2; z3/ :

If now �n ! �, then according to Lemma 3.13 F�n ! F� uniformly on
compact sets and hence

c
�
F�n.gz1/; F�n.gz2/; F�n.gz3/

�
! c

�
F�.gz1/; F�.gz2/; F�.gz3/

�
pointwise. Since ˇ̌

c
�
F�n.gz1/; F�n.gz2/; F�n.gz3/

�ˇ̌
� kck1 ;

the dominated convergence theorem implies that tb.�n; �/! tb.�; �/. �
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4. Structure of maximal representations: the Zariski dense case

In this section we will investigate the structure of maximal homomorphisms
� W �!G, where, as before, � < L is a lattice in a finite connected covering L of
PU.1; 1/, GD Iso.X/ı is the connected component of the group of isometries of an
irreducible Hermitian symmetric space X, and we assume now that the image of �
is Zariski dense. More precisely, if G is the connected adjoint R-group associated
to the complexification of the Lie algebra of G, we will prove the following:

THEOREM 4.1. If � W � ! G.R/ı is a maximal representation with Zariski
dense image, then:

(1) the Hermitian symmetric space X is of tube type;

(2) the image of � is discrete;

(3) the representation � is injective, modulo possibly the center Z.�/ of � .

4.1. The formula. Here we will use heavily the results of [14]. In particular,
let D be the bounded domain realization of X and {S its Shilov boundary. Recall
that {S DG=Q, where Q is a specific maximal parabolic subgroup of G, and denote
by {S .2/ the set of pairs of transverse points in {S .

The lattice � acts on the boundary of the Poincaré disk @D and, as is well
known, the space .@D; �/, where � is the round measure on @D is a Poisson bound-
ary for �; moreover, the �-action on @D� @D is ergodic. With this we can apply
[10, Prop. 7.2] and [14, Th. 4.7] to conclude:

THEOREM 4.2. Assume that � W � ! G.R/ı D G is a homomorphism with
Zariski dense image. Then there exists a �-equivariant measurable map ' W @D! {S

such that
�
'.x1/; '.x2/

�
2 {S .2/ for almost all .x1; x2/ 2 .@D/2.

Using the boundary map ', we now give an explicit cocycle on .@D/3 repre-
senting the pullback ��.�b

G/ 2 H2b.�;R/. To this purpose, if ˇ {S W
{S3! R is the

generalized Maslov cocycle (see �2.1.3), we have:

COROLLARY 4.3 ([14, Prop. 4.6]). Under the canonical isomorphism

H2b.�;R/Š ZL1alt
�
.@D/3;R

��
the class ��b .�

b
G/ corresponds to the cocycle

.@D/3 �! R

.x; y; z/ 7! ˇ {S

�
'.x/; '.y/; '.z/

�
:

We then conclude:

COROLLARY 4.4. Let � W �!G DG.R/ı be a homomorphism with Zariski
dense image and ' W @D! {S a measurable �-equivariant boundary map. Then if
� is the L-invariant probability measure on �nL, we have thatZ

�nL

ˇ {S

�
'.gx/; '.gy/; '.gz/

�
d�.g/D tb.�/ˇ@D.x; y; z/(4.1)
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for almost every .x; y; z/ 2 .@D/3. In particular, if � is maximal,

ˇ {S

�
'.x/; '.y/; '.z/

�
D rX ˇ@D.x; y; z/(4.2)

for almost every .x; y; z/ 2 @D and thus

��.�b
G/D rX �

b
L :(4.3)

Proof. We have that

Tb
�
��.�b

G/
�
D tb.�/�b

L ;

so that the formula follows from Corollary 4.3 and the functoriality of the transfer
operator in [46, III.8].

Assume now that � is maximal, that is, tb.�/D rX. Fix .x0; y0; z0/ 2 .@D/3

such that ˇ@D.x0; y0; z0/D
1
2

and (4.1) holds. Since for every a; b; c 2 {S

jˇ {S .a; b; c/j �
rX

2
;

([21] — see also [14, Th. 4.2]) and since � is a probability measure, we deduce
from (4.1) that for almost every g 2 L

ˇ {S

�
'.gx0/; '.gy0/; '.gz0/

�
D rXˇ@D.x0; y0; z0/ :(4.4)

Similarly, if ˇ@D.x0; y0; z0/ D �
1
2

, by the same argument we deduce that (4.4)
holds for almost every g 2 L. Thus the function on .@D/3

.x; y; z/ 7! ˇ {S

�
'.x/; '.y/; '.z/

�
is essentially L-invariant and (4.4) implies then that this function coincides almost
everywhere with rXˇ@D. �

4.2. X is of tube type. In this section we prove the first assertion of Theorem 4.1.
For this we will use our characterization of tube type domains obtained in [14]. In
particular we defined in [14, �2.4] the Hermitian triple product, a G-invariant map

hh � ; � ; � ii W {S .3/! R�nC�

on the set {S .3/ of triples of points in {S which are pairwise transverse, and which
is related to the generalized Maslov cocycle by

hhx; y; zii � ei�pXˇ {S .x;y;z/ mod R�

for all .x; y; z/ 2 {S .3/, where pX is an integer defined in terms of the root system
associated to G. Let {S D G=Q and Q be the R-parabolic subgroup of G with
Q.R/DQ.

Then if A� is the R-algebraic group C� �C� (with real structure .�; �/ 7!
.�; x�/) and C�11D f.�; �/ 2A W � 2 C�g, we construct a rational G-invariant map
defined over R

hh � ; � ; � iiC W .G=Q/3! C�11nA� ;
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which we call the complex Hermitian triple product, and which is related to the
Hermitian triple product by the commutative diagram

.G=Q/3
hh � ; � ; � iiC // C�11nA�

{S .3/
hh � ; � ; � ii //

{3

OO

R�nC�;

�

OO

where { is given by the G-map { W {S!G=Q sending {S to .G=Q/.R/, and�
�
Œ��
�
D�

.�; x�/
�

(see [14, Cor. 2.11]); the statement includes the fact that the domain of
definition of hh � ; � ; � iiC contains {S .3/.

Given now .a; b/ 2 {S .2/, let, as in [14, �5.1],

Oa;b �G=Q

be the Zariski open subset on which the map

pa;b W Oa;b! C�11nA�

x 7! hha; b; xiiC

is defined. We have then (see [14, Lemma 5.1]) that if for some m 2 Z n f0g the
map

Oa;b! C�11nA�

x 7! pa;b.x/
m

is constant, then X is of tube type. Now we apply (4.2) in Corollary 4.4 to get that
if � W �!G DG.R/ı is maximal, then

ˇ {S

�
'.x/; '.y/; '.z/

�
D˙

rX

2

for almost every .x; y; z/, which implies that˝˝
'.x/; '.y/; '.z/

˛˛2
� 1 mod R� :(4.5)

In particular, fix x and y such that
�
'.x/; '.y/

�
2 {S .2/ and such that (4.5) holds

for almost all z 2 @D: letting E � @D be this set of full measure, we may assume
that E is �-invariant and '.E/� Oa;b where aD '.x/ and b D '.y/. But '.E/
being �.�/-invariant is Zariski dense in G=Q and hence Zariski dense in the open
set Oa;b; since the map x 7! pa;b.x/

2 is constant on '.E/ it is so on Oa;b , which
implies that X is of tube type.

4.3. The image of � is discrete. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1, we
know now that X is of tube type. Then the generalized Maslov cocycle ˇ {S takes
on {S .3/ exactly rXC 1 values, namelyn

�
rX

2
;�

rX

2
C 1; : : : ;

rX

2
� 1;

rX

2

o
(4.6)
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so that
{S .3/ D[

rX

iD0O�rXC2i ;

where O�rXC2i is the preimage via ˇ {S of � rX
2
C i , which incidentally is open since

ˇ {S is continuous on {S .3/ (see [14, Cor. 3.7]). With the above notation, it follows
from (4.2) in Corollary 4.4 that�

'.x/; '.y/; '.z/
�
2 O�rX [OrX(4.7)

for almost all .x; y; z/ 2 .@D/3. Let us now denote by Ess Im' � {S the essential
image of ', that is the support of the pushforward '�.�/ of the round measure �
on @D. Then Ess Im' is closed and �.�/-invariant. It then follows from (4.7) that

.Ess Im'/3 � O�rX [OrX ;

where the closure on the right-hand side is taken in {S3. There are now two cases.
Either rX D 1, XD D, G D PU.1; 1/, which is the case treated in [11]; or rX � 2,
and then O�rX [OrX is not the whole of {S .3/, since its complement contains at least
O�rXC2; thus .Ess Im'/3 ¤ {S3 and, since .Ess Im'/3 is �.�/3-invariant closed
and {S is G-homogeneous, this implies that �.�/ is not dense in G. Since a Zariski
dense subgroup of G is either discrete or dense, we have that �.�/ is discrete.

4.4. The representation � is injective. Assume that

ker.�/ 6< Z.�/ :

Then it is easy to see that there is  2 ker� of infinite order, so that we may choose
a nonempty open interval I � @D such that I; I; 2I are pairwise disjoint and
positively oriented; that is, ˇD.x; y; z/D

1
2

for all .x; y; z/ 2 I � I � 2I . Now
choose three open nonvoid intervals I1, I2, and I3 in I which are pairwise disjoint
and positively oriented. Then it follows from (4.2) in Corollary 4.4 that

E1 WD
n
.x; y; z/ 2 I3 � I2 � 

2I1 W ˇ {S

�
'.x/; '.y/; '.z/

�
D

rX

2

o
is of full measure in I3 � I2 � 2I1, while

E2 WD
n
.x; y; z/ 2 I3 � I2 � I1 W ˇ {S

�
'.x/; '.y/; '.z/

�
D�

rX

2

o
is of full measure in I3 � I2 � I1. Thus

E 01 WD
˚
.x; y; z/ 2E1 W .x; 

�1y; �2z/ 2E2
	

is of full measure; using the almost everywhere equivariance of ' and the assump-
tion that �./D Id, we conclude that for almost every .x; y; z/ 2E 01

rX

2
D ˇ {S

�
'.x/; '.y/; '.z/

�
D ˇ {S

�
'.x/; '.�1y/; '.�2z/

�
D�

rX

2
;

which is a contradiction. This shows that ker� � Z.�/ and completes the proof of
Theorem 4.1.
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5. Regularity properties of the boundary map: the Zariski dense case
In this section we generalize a technique from [12] to study the boundary

map ' W @D ! {S associated to a maximal representation � W � ! G D G.R/ı

with Zariski dense image and establish the existence of strictly equivariant maps
with additional regularity properties. This relies in an essential way on the fact
established in Theorem 4.1 asserting that, in the situation described above, the
symmetric space X associated to G is irreducible and of tube type.

THEOREM 5.1. Let � be a lattice in a finite connected covering of PU.1; 1/
and let � W �!G a maximal representation with Zariski dense image. Then there
are two Borel maps '˙ W @D! {S with the following properties:

(1) 'C and '� are strictly �-equivariant;

(2) '� is left continuous and 'C is right continuous;

(3) for every x ¤ y, '�.x/ is transverse to 'ı.y/ for all �; ı 2 fC;�g;

(4) for all x; y; z 2 @D,

ˇ {S

�
'�.x/; 'ı.y/; '�.z/

�
D rX ˇ@D.x; y; z/ ;

for all �; ı; � 2 fC;�g.

Moreover 'C and '� are the unique maps satisfying (1) and (2).

5.1. General properties of boundary maps. Let � < L be a lattice in a con-
nected finite covering L of PU.1; 1/ as above, G a connected semisimple group,
P a parabolic subgroup, both defined over R, G D G.R/, P D P.R/, � W � ! G

a homomorphism and � the round measure on @D. If ' W @D ! G=P is a �-
equivariant measurable map and � has Zariski dense image, one immediately sees
that the image of ' cannot be contained in a proper algebraic subset. The following
proposition is a strengthening of this statement, showing that from the point of view
of the round measure, the essential image of ' meets any proper algebraic subset
in a set of measure zero. Namely:

PROPOSITION 5.2. If V � G=P is any proper Zariski closed subset defined
over R, then

�
�
'�1.V.R//

�
D 0 :

This will follow from the following two lemmas.

LEMMA 5.3 ([36]). If A� @D is a set of positive measure, then there exists a
sequence fng1nD1 in � such that limn!1 �.nA/D 1.

LEMMA 5.4. Let V � G=P be a proper Zariski closed subset defined over
R and fgng1nD1 a sequence in G. Then there exist a proper Zariski closed subset
W � G=P defined over R and a subsequence fgnkg

1
kD1

such that for every " > 0
there exists K > 0 such that for all k �K

gnkV.R/� N"
�
W.R/

�
;

where N" denotes the "-neighborhood for some fixed distance on G=P .
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Proof. Passing to a subsequence fgnkg we may assume that, if V WD V.R/,
gnkV converges to a compact set F � G=P in the Gromov-Hausdorff topology.
It suffices then to show that F is not Zariski dense in G=P. To this end, let
I.V/� CŒG=P� be the defining ideal and pick d � 1 such that the homogeneous
component I.V/d .R/ � CŒG=P�d .R/ is nonzero. Let ` WD dim I.V/d .R/; then
we may assume that the sequence gnkI.V/d .R/ converges to a point E in the
Grassmannian Gr`

�
CŒG=P�d .R/

�
. In particular, given p 2 E, p ¤ 0, there exists

pn 2 gnkI.V/d .R/ with pn! p. It is then not difficult to show that p vanishes
on F and one can take W�G=P to be the Zariski closure of F . �

Proof of Proposition 5.2. Let V WD V.R/ and A WD fx 2 @D W '.x/ 2 V g.
Assume that �.A/ > 0 and pick a sequence fng1nD1 in � as in Lemma 5.3 such
that �.nA/! 1. Passing to a subsequence, let W � G=P be the proper Zariski
closed subset given by Lemma 5.4. For every m� 1, let N.m/ be such that for all
n�N.m/,

�.n/V � N1=m.W / ;

where W WDW.R/. Setting EN WD [1nDN nA, we thus have

'
�
EN.m/

�
� N1=m.W / :(5.1)

But now EN.m/ � @D is a set of full measure and so is E WD \m�1EN.m/, which,
by (5.1), implies now that '.E/�W . This implies that

Ess Im.'/�W �W�G=P

and contradicts the Zariski density of �.�/ since Ess Im.'/ is �.�/-invariant. �

5.2. Exploiting maximality. Let now � W �!G be a maximal representation
with Zariski dense image and ' W @D! {S be the �-equivariant measurable map
given by Theorem 4.2. Having introduced the essential image Ess Im.'/� {S , we
will now study the essential graph Ess Gr.'/� @D� {S of ' defined as the support
of the pushforward of the round measure � on @D under the map

@D! @D� {S

x 7!
�
x; '.x/

�
:

For this we will use (4.2) in Corollary 4.4 in an essential way. The following
properties of the generalized Maslov cocycle ˇ {S follow from [16], [19], and [21]:

LEMMA 5.5. (1) ˇ {S W
{S3! f� rX

2
gCZ is a G-invariant cocycle;

(2) jˇ {S .x; y; z/j �
rX
2

;

(3) if ˇ {S .x; y; z/D
rX
2

, then x, y, and z are pairwise transverse;

(4) {S .3/ DtrX

iD0O�rXC2i , where O�rXC2i is open in {S3 and ˇ {S takes on the value
�

rX
2
C i on O�rXC2i ;
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(5) if x, fxng, fx0ng2 {S , limn!1 xnDx, and ˇ {S .x; x
0
n; xn/D

rX
2

, then limn!1 x0n
D x.

Finally, for x 2 {S DG=Q�G=Q, let Vx �G=Q be the proper Zariski closed
R-subset of all points y 2G=Q which are not transverse to x, so that Vx WDVx.R/
is the set of points in {S which are not transverse to x.

LEMMA 5.6. Let .x1; f1/, .x2; f2/, and .x3; f3/ be points in Ess Gr.'/ so
that x1, x2, and x3 are pairwise distinct and f1, f2, and f3 are pairwise transverse.
Then

ˇ {S .f1; f2; f3/D rX ˇ@D.x1; x2; x3/ :

Proof. Let Ii , i D 1; 2; 3 be pairwise disjoint open intervals containing xi
such that for all yi 2 Ii

ˇ@D.y1; y2; y3/D ˇ@D.x1; x2; x3/ :

Let Ui , i D 1; 2; 3 be neighborhoods of fi such that U1 �U2 �U3 � {S .3/. Then

Ai D fx 2 Ii W '.x/ 2 Uig

is of positive measure, and hence it follows from (4.2) in Corollary 4.4 that for
almost every .y1; y2; y3/ 2 A1 �A2 �A3,

ˇ {S

�
'.y1/; '.y2/; '.y3/

�
D rX ˇ@D.y1; y2; y3/D rX ˇ@D.x1; x2; x3/ :

Thus setting �D 2ˇ@D.x1; x2; x3/ 2 f˙1g, we have for almost every .y1; y2; y3/ 2
A1 �A2 �A3, that�

'.y1/; '.y2/; '.y3/
�
2 .U1 �U2 �U3/\O�rX ;

which implies, since the neighborhood Ui can be chosen arbitrarily small, that
.f1; f2; f3/ 2 O�rX . But

O�rX \
{S .3/ D O�rX \

�
[

rX

iD0 O�rXC2i

�
D O�rX

which, together with the assumption that .f1;f2;f3/2 {S .3/, implies that .f1;f2;f3/
2 O�rX and hence proves the lemma. �

LEMMA 5.7. Let .x1; f2/; .x2; f2/ 2 Ess Gr.'/ with x1 ¤ x2. Then f1 is
transverse to f2.

Proof. For x; y 2 @D, let

..x; y// WD

�
z 2 @D W ˇ@D.x; z; y/D

1

2

�
:

We will use the obvious fact that for almost every x 2 @D,
�
x; '.x/

�
2 Ess Gr.'/.

Using Proposition 5.2, we can find a 2 ..x1; x2// such that
�
a; '.a/

�
2 Ess Gr.'/

and '.a/ … Vf1 [ Vf2 , that is, '.a/ is transverse to f1 and f2. Then by the
same argument, we can find b 2 ..x2; x1// such that

�
b; '.b/

�
2 Ess Gr.'/, and
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'.b/ is transverse to f1, f2, and '.a/. Applying the cocycle property of ˇ {S and
Lemma 5.6, we obtain

0D ˇ {S

�
'.a/; f2; '.b/

�
�ˇ {S

�
f1; f2; '.b/

�
C ˇ {S

�
f1; '.a/; '.b/

�
�ˇ {S

�
f1; '.a/; f2

�
D

rX

2
�ˇ {S

�
f1; f2; '.b/

�
C

rX

2
�ˇ {S

�
f1; '.a/; f2

�
;

which, together with Lemma 5.5(2), implies that ˇ {S
�
f1; f2; '.b/

�
D

rX
2

; using
Lemma 5.5(3) we conclude that f1 and f2 are transverse. �

For a subset A� @D, let

FA D
˚
f 2 {S W there exists x 2 A such that .x; f / 2 Ess Gr.'/

	
;

and set
..x; y�� WD ..x; y//[fyg :

LEMMA 5.8. Let x ¤ y in @D. Then F..x;y�� \Fx and FŒŒy;x// \Fx consist
each of one point.

Proof. We start with two observations: first, if A\B D ∅, it follows from
Lemma 5.7 that FA \FB D ∅; moreover, if A is closed, then FA is also closed.
We now prove that F..x;y��\Fx consists of one point; the other statement can be
proved analogously.

Let f; f 0 2F..x;y��\Fx , and let .xn; fn/2 Ess Gr.'/ be a sequence such that

xn 2 ..x; y��; lim xn D x; and limfn D f :

Observe now that if z 2 ..x; y��, writing F..x;y�� D F..x;z// [FŒŒz;y�� and taking
into account that FŒŒz;y�� is closed and disjoint from Fx , we get that

F..x;y��\Fx D F..x;z//\Fx ;

and hence also that

F..x;y��\Fx D F..x;z��\Fx(5.2)

for all z 2 ..x; y//. Using (5.2), we may find another sequence .yn; f 0n/2Ess Gr.'/
such that

yn 2 ..x; xn//; limyn D x; and limf 0n D f
0 :

Then it follows from Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 that

ˇ {S .f; f
0
n; fn/D rXˇ@D.x; yn; xn/D

rX

2
:

Since limfn D f , by Lemma 5.5(5), this however implies that limf 0n D f , and
hence f D f 0. �

Here is an interesting corollary about the structure of Ess Gr.'/ which spells
out precisely to which extent Ess Gr.'/ is in general not the graph of a map.
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COROLLARY 5.9. For every x 2 @D, Fx consists of one or two points.

Proof. Pick y�, x, and yC positively oriented in @D and f 2 Fx . For every
neighborhood U of f , one of the sets˚

z 2 ŒŒy�; x// W '.z/ 2 U
	˚

z 2 ..x; yC�� W '.z/ 2 U
	

is of positive measure. This implies that

Fx � FŒŒy�;x//[F..x;yC��

and thus
Fx D

�
FŒŒy�;x//\Fx

�
[
�
F..x;yC��\Fx

�
;

which, together with Lemma 5.8, proves the assertion. �

Proof of Theorem 5.1. We use Lemma 5.8 in order to define for every x 2 @D

'�.x/D F..x;yC��\Fx; 'C.x/D FŒŒy�;x//\Fx(5.3)

where yC ¤ x and y� ¤ x are arbitrary. Then 'C and '� are clearly respectively
right and left continuous. The strict �-equivariance of 'C and '� follows from the
invariance of Ess Gr.'/� @D� {S under the diagonal �-action together with (5.3)
and the fact that � acts in an orientation preserving way on @D.

Properties (3) and (4) are immediate consequences of Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7.
Concerning the uniqueness of 'C for example, let  be a right continuous

�-equivariant map. Since the �.�/-action on {S is proximal, we have  .x/D'C.x/
for almost every x 2 @D [24]. Fix x 2 @D; then pick a sequence yn 2 ..x; y// such
that

limyn D x and  .yn/D 'C.yn/ :

This implies, since  and 'C are both right continuous, that  .x/D 'C.x/. �

6. Structure of maximal representations and boundary maps:
the general case

In this section we present the proofs of Theorems 5 and 8 in the introduction;
this relies on the results obtained in Sections 4 and 5 and on the relation between
maximal representations and tight homomorphisms, which were introduced in [15].

Let G be a group of type (RH). We briefly recall the structure of H2cb.G;R/

in terms of simple components and the explicit form of the Gromov norm. Let
X be the symmetric space associated to G; setting GX WD Iso.X/ı we have a
canonical projection q W G ! GX which by hypothesis has compact kernel. Let
XDX1�� � ��Xn be the decomposition into irreducible factors and pi WGX!GXi

the canonical projections. We then have the following isometric isomorphisms:

(1) q� W H2cb.GX;R/! H2cb.G;R/;

(2)
Q

H2cb.GXi ;R/! H2cb.GX;R/, .˛i / 7!
Pn
iD1 p

�
i .˛i /.
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Defining for ease of notation �b
X to be the bounded Kähler class of GX, let

�b
X;i WD p

�
i .�

b
Xi
/ and �b

G;i WD q
�.�b

X;i / :

Then
f�b
G;i W 1� i � ng

is a basis of H2cb.G;R/ and the norm of an element

� D

nX
iD1

�i�
b
G;i

equals (see [15, (2.15)])

k�k D

nX
iD1

j�i j
rXi

2
:(6.1)

In the rest of this section, L will always denote a finite connected covering of
PU.1; 1/ and � < L a lattice. The following lemma is a routine verification us-
ing the Definition 3.5 of maximality and the Milnor-Wood type bounds in Corol-
lary 3.4.

LEMMA 6.1. Let � W �!G be a homomorphism.

(1) If �0 < � is a subgroup of finite index, then � is maximal if and only if �j�0 is
maximal;

(2) � is maximal if and only if q ı � W �!GX is maximal;

(3) � is maximal if and only if pi ıqı� W�!GXi is maximal for every iD1; : : : ; n.

Recall now from [15, Def. 2.11] that if H is a locally compact group, a con-
tinuous homomorphism � WH !G is tight if

k��.�b
G/k D k�

b
Gk :

LEMMA 6.2. If � W �!G is maximal, then it is tight.

Proof. Using that
Tb
�
��.�b

G/
�
D tb.�/�b

L

and that, because of maximality,

tb.�/D rX D 2k�
b
Gk ;

we get that
Tb
�
��.�b

G/
�
D 2k�b

Gk�
b
L

which, together with
ˇ̌
Tb
�
��.�b

G/
�ˇ̌
� k��.�b

G/k and k�b
Lk D 1=2, implies that

k�b
Gk � k�

�.�b
G/k :

Since the reverse inequality holds always true, we have proved the lemma. �
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LetH be of type (RH), Y the associated symmetric space, YDY1�; : : : ;�Ym
the decomposition into irreducible factors, and f�b

H;i W 1 � i � mg the basis of
H2cb.H;R/ obtained as above. Given a continuous homomorphisms � W H ! G

and writing

��.�b
G/D

mX
iD1

�i�
b
H;i ;

it follows from (6.1) and (2.1) that � is tight if and only if
mX
iD1

j�i jrYi D rX :

Finally we recall that a continuous homomorphism � WH !G is positive if �i � 0
for 1� i �m.

LEMMA 6.3. Let � W �!H and � WH !G be homomorphisms, where � is
continuous and H and G are of type (RH).

(1) If � ı � is maximal then � is tight;

(2) if � ı � is maximal and � is positive then � is maximal;

(3) if � is maximal and � is tight and positive, then � ı � is maximal.

Proof. With the notation introduced above, let ��.�b
G/D

Pm
iD1 �i�

b
H;i . Thus

(6.3.a) tb.� ı �/D
Pm
iD1 �i tb.�; �

b
H;i /;

(6.3.b) jtb.�; �b
H;i /j � rYi ;

(6.3.c)
Pm
iD1 j�i jrYi � rX.

Thus if � ı� is maximal, the equality (6.3.a) combined with (6.3.b) and (6.3.c)
implies that we have equality in (6.3.c) and hence � is tight.

If � is positive, that is, �i � 0 for 1 � i � m, and � ı � is maximal, we get
from (6.3.a), (6.3.b) and (6.3.c) that

tb.�; �b
H;i /D rYi

which, together with Lemma 6.1(3), implies that � is maximal.
Finally, if � is maximal we get from Lemma 6.1(3) that tb.�; �b

H;i /D rYi for
1� i �m, and if � is tight and positive, then

tb.� ı �/D
mX
iD1

�i tb.�; �b
H;i /D

mX
iD1

�i rYi D rX

and hence � ı � is maximal. �

Proofs of Theorems 5 and 8. In order to prove these results we place our-
selves, as we may, in the slightly more general context in which � is a lattice in
a finite covering of PU.1; 1/. Let now G and G D G.R/ı be as in the statement
of Theorem 5, that is, G is a connected semisimple algebraic group defined over
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R such that G D G.R/ı is of Hermitian type, and let � W � ! G be a maximal
representation. Set H WD �.�/

Z
. Since � is maximal, it is in particular a tight homo-

morphism (Lemma 6.2) and hence [15, Th. 4] applies. In particular, H is reductive,
H WDH.R/ı has compact centralizer in G and is of type (RH); furthermore if Y

denotes the symmetric space associated to H then there is a unique H -invariant
complex structure on Y such that the inclusion i WH !G is tight and positive.

Setting �0 D ��1.� \H/ and �0 WD �j�0 W �0!H , we have from Lemma
6.1(1) that i ı �0 W �0 ! H is maximal and, since i is tight and positive, from
Lemma 6.3(2) that �0 W �0!H is maximal as well. Composing �0 with pi ı q W
H!HY!HYi , where Yi , 1� i �m are the irreducible factors of Y, the resulting
homomorphisms �0;i W �0!HYi are maximal with Zariski dense image. Theorem
4.1 then implies that Yi is of tube type and �0;i is injective, modulo the center of
�0, and with discrete image. This implies that � W �!G is injective (modulo the
center) and with discrete image. Since Y is of tube type and i WH ! G is tight,
there is a unique maximal subdomain T� X of tube type with i.Y/� T (see [15,
Th. 10(1)]); moreover, it is H -invariant and hence (by uniqueness) H.R/-invariant
and thus �.�/-invariant. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.

Applying Theorem 5.1 to every irreducible factor of Y, we get, say, a left
continuous strictly �0-equivariant map ' W @D! {SY D {SY1 � � � � �

{SYm . Since
i WH!G is tight, we also have a canonical i -equivariant map L{ W {SY! {SX; applying
judiciously the uniqueness property in [15, Th. 4.1], we deduce that L{ ı' W @D! {SX

is �-equivariant. Finally, writing i�.�b
X/D

Pm
iD1 �i�

b
Y;i , for �i � 0, we have (see

[15, Lemma 5.9])

ˇ {SX

�
L{.x/; L{.y/; L{.z/

�
D

mX
jD1

�jˇ {SYj
.xj ; yj ; zj /;

where xD .x1; � � � ; xm/; yD .y1; � � � ; ym/; zD .z1; � � � ; zm/2 {SY. This, together
with (4.2) in Corollary 4.4, implies

ˇ {SX

�
L{'.a/; L{'.b/; L{'.c/

�
D

� mX
iD1

�i rYi

�
ˇ@D.a; b; c/

and concludes the proof since i is tight and positive. �

7. Rotation numbers and applications to groups of Hermitian type

In this section we introduce and study rotation numbers on locally compact
groups and compute them for groups of Hermitian type. The results are of inde-
pendent interest. Here they are used in an essential way in the computation of the
Toledo invariant in the case of surfaces with boundary.

7.1. Basic definitions and properties. Let G be a locally compact group and
� 2 yH2cb.G;Z/ a bounded integer valued Borel class. Let B < G be a closed
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subgroup, and consider the first few terms of the long exact sequence

0 //Homc.B;R=Z/
ı // yH2cb.B;Z/

//H2cb.B;R/
// � � �(7.1)

coming from the coefficient sequence (2.4); denote by �R the image in H2cb.G;R/

of an element � 2 yH2cb.G;Z/. Then if �RjB D 0, we let fB W B! R=Z denote the
unique continuous homomorphism with ı.fB/D �jB . In particular this applies to
B D hgi for any g 2G and we define

Definition 7.1.The rotation number of g 2G with respect to � 2 yH2cb.G;Z/ is

Rot�.g/ WD fhgi.g/ :

Using that the exact sequence in (7.1) is natural with respect to group homomor-
phisms, one easily verifies the following properties:

LEMMA 7.2. (1) Rot� WG! R=Z is invariant under conjugation;

(2) if �RjB D 0, then Rot� jB is a continuous homomorphism and ı.Rot� jB/D �jB ;

(3) if � WG1!G2 is a continuous homomorphism and �1 D ��.�2/, then

Rot�1.g1/D Rot�2
�
�.g1/

�
for all g1 2G1.

In the study of rotation numbers Rot� , quasimorphisms play an important role.
We quickly review the basic definitions. If AD Z or R, a function f WG! A is a
quasimorphism if the function df WG! A

df .x; y/D f .xy/�f .x/�f .y/

is bounded. When AD R, a quasimorphism is homogeneous if

f .gn/D nf .g/

for n 2 Z and g 2G. Any quasimorphism f WG! A can be made homogeneous
by setting

Hf.x/ WD lim
n!1

f .xn/

n
2 R;

and it is a standard fact that f �Hf is bounded.

LEMMA 7.3. Assume that � vanishes when considered as an ordinary class in
yH2c .G;Z/. Let f WG! Z be a Borel map such that df is bounded and represents
� seen as a bounded class. Then f is a quasimorphism and

Rot�.g/�Hf.g/ mod Z

where Hf is the homogenization of f .

Proof. By Lemma 7.2(3), it suffices to show the assertion for G D Z. Let
p W R! R=Z be the canonical projection; then p ıHf W Z! R=Z is a homomor-
phism since Hf is homogeneous, and we claim that � D ı.p ıHf /. Indeed let
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� W R=Z! R be the Borel section of p with values in Œ0; 1/; then we have

ı.p ıHF /D�d.� ıp ıHf /D df � d.f �Hf C � ıp ıHf /

where we have used in the last equality that dHf D 0. The claim then follows
from the fact that f and Hf � � ıp ıHf take integral values and both f �Hf
and � ıp ıHf are bounded. From the claim we get that

Rot�.g/D p ıHf.g/

for all g 2 Z, which is the assertion that needed to be proved. �

Next we have:

LEMMA 7.4. Let f WG! R be a homogeneous Borel quasimorphism. Then
f is continuous.

Proof. We show first that f is locally bounded. Let C WD supx;y jdf .x; y/j
and EN D

˚
x 2 G W jf .x/j � N

	
. Then EN D E�1N and for N large enough is

of positive Haar measure. For such N we deduce that EN �EN is a neighborhood
of e 2 G; since f is a quasimorphism we have that EN �EN � ENC2C , which
implies that f is bounded in a neighborhood of e and hence, by the quasimorphism
property, locally bounded. Fix now ' W G ! Œ0;1/ continuous with compact
support and of total integral one. Since f is locally bounded, we have that for
every n 2 N

Fn.x/D
1

n

Z
G

�
f .xny/�f .y/

�
'.y/dy

is defined and continuous. Since f is homogeneous we haveˇ̌
f .x/�Fn.x/

ˇ̌
D

ˇ̌̌̌
1

n
f .xn/�Fn.x/

ˇ̌̌̌
D

ˇ̌̌̌
1

n

Z
G

�
f .xn/Cf .y/�f .xny/

�
'.y/dy

ˇ̌̌̌
�
C

n
;

which implies that f is the uniform limit of a sequence of continuous functions
and therefore continuous. �

Now we come to the main goal of this subsection, which is the continuity of
Rot� ; this is shown by exhibiting a direct relationship with a certain quasimorphism
on a central extension of G. More precisely let, as before, � 2 yH2cb.G;Z/; then �
can be seen as a class in H2c .G;Z/ and hence by [44] gives rise to a topological
central extension

0 //Z
i //G�

p //G //eI

that is, G� is a locally compact group, i and p are continuous, i.Z/ is a closed
central subgroup of G� , and G�=i.Z/ is topologically isomorphic to G.

PROPOSITION 7.5. There exists a continuous homogeneous quasimorphism
f WG�! R such that
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(1) f
�
i.n/g

�
D nCf .g/, for n 2 Z, g 2G� ;

(2) Rot�
�
p.g/

�
� f .g/ mod Z.

COROLLARY 7.6. Let � 2 yH2cb.G;Z/. Then Rot� WG! R=Z is continuous.

Proof of Proposition 7.5. Let c WG2! Z be a bounded Borel cocycle which
represents � 2 yH2cb.G;Z/ and which we assume to be normalized. Then G� is a
Borel group isomorphic to the Borel space G �Z with multiplication given by

.g1; n1/.g2; n2/D
�
g1g2; n1Cn2C c.g1; g2/

�
:

Define f1 W G� ! Z by f1.g;m/ WDm. Then f1 is a Borel function and df1 is a
bounded Borel cocycle representing p�.�/ 2 yH2cb.G� ;Z/. Let f WG�! R be the
homogenization of f1. Then Lemma 7.3 implies that

Rot�
�
p.g/

�
D Rotp�.�/.g/� f .g/ mod Z

and Lemma 7.4 that f is continuous. Finally f satisfies (1) because f1 does and
i.Z/ is central. �

7.2. Rotation numbers on groups of Hermitian type. We begin first by deter-
mining yH2cb.G;Z/ for G of Hermitian type. The main points are summarized in
the following

PROPOSITION 7.7. Let G be a group of Hermitian type and K <G a maximal
compact subgroup.

(1) The comparison map yH2cb.G;Z/!
yH2c .G;Z/ is an isomorphism;

(2) the map

yH2cb.G;Z/! Homc.K;R=Z/

� 7! Rot�jK
(7.2)

is an isomorphism;

(3) the change of coefficient map

yH2cb.G;Z/! H2cb.G;R/

is injective and its image is a lattice.

Proof. (1) follows from the commutativity of the diagram

0 // yH2cb.G;Z/
//

��

yH2cb.G;R/
//

��

H2cb.G;R=Z/

0 // yH2c .G;Z/ // yH2c .G;R/ // H2c .G;R=Z/

and the fact that with real coefficients the comparison map is an isomorphism.
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(2) follows from (1) and the fact that in ordinary Borel cohomology the re-
striction

yH2c .G;Z/! yH
2
c .K;Z/

is an isomorphism [52].

(3) follows from (1) and the corresponding statement in ordinary cohomology.
�

In view of the preceding proposition, we can refer for every u2Homc.K;R=Z/

to the class � associated to u, and conversely.
We turn now to the explicit computation of the rotation number function. Let

G DKAN be an Iwasawa decomposition; recall the refined Jordan decomposition,
namely that every g 2 G is a product g D geghgn, where ge is contained in a
compact subgroup and gh and gn are conjugated to an element respectively in A
and N ; moreover the elements ge, gh, and gn commute pairwise. Then we have:

PROPOSITION 7.8. Let � 2 yH2cb.G;Z/ and u 2 Homc.K;R=Z/ be the corre-
sponding homomorphism.

(1) Rot� jAN is the trivial homomorphism;

(2) for g 2G, let ge be the elliptic component in the refined Jordan decomposition
of g and k 2 C.ge/\K, where C.ge/ denotes the G-conjugacy class of ge.
Then Rot�.g/D u.k/.

Proof. (1) Since B D AN is amenable, �RjB D 0 and thus Lemma 7.2(2) im-
plies that Rot� jAN is a continuous homomorphism and hence differentiable. Since
ŒB; B�DN , then Rot�.N /D 0. The restriction Rot� jA is invariant under the Weyl
group NK.A/=ZK.A/ and hence its differential

DeRot� jA W a! R

is a linear form invariant under the Weyl group; it must therefore vanish since G
is semisimple and thus Rot� jA is trivial as well.

(2) Let g D geghgn be the refined Jordan decomposition of g. Since the
subgroup C generated by ge, gh, and gn is Abelian, Rot� jC is a homomorphism;
hence

Rot�.g/D Rot�.ge/CRot�.gh/CRot�.gn/ :

Taking into account (1) and the fact that gh and gn are conjugate respectively to
elements in A and N , we get that

Rot�.g/D Rot�.ge/D Rot�.k/D u.k/

which concludes the proof. �

For the next result, if u 2 Homc.K;R=Z/, let us denote by u� W �1.G/! Z

the homomorphism induced by u on the level of fundamental groups, where we
have identified �1.K/ with �1.G/.
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THEOREM 7.9. Let u W K ! R=Z be a continuous homomorphism and � 2
yH2cb.G;Z/ the associated class.

(1) Rot� is continuous;

(2) the unique continuous lift eRot� W zG! R such that eRot�.e/D 0 is a continuous
homogeneous quasimorphism and satisfies

eRot�.zg/D u�.z/C eRot�.g/

for all z 2 �1.G/ and for all g 2 zG.

As a consequence we obtain a description of the space Q. zG/Z of continuous
homogeneous quasimorphism f W zG! R such that f

�
�1.G/

�
� Z.

COROLLARY 7.10. The maps

Homc.K;R=Z/! Q. zG/Z! Hom
�
�1.G/;Z

�
u 7! eRot� 7! eRot� j�1.G/ D u�

are group isomorphisms.

Proof of Theorem 7.9. The first assertion is a special case of Corollary 7.6.
Let then p W G� ! G be the Lie group central extension determined by � and
� W zG! .G�/

ı the canonical projection. If f WG�! R is the continuous homoge-
neous quasimorphism given by Proposition 7.5, then it follows from Proposition
7.5(2) that f jG� ı � W zG ! R is a continuous lift of Rot� to zG which moreover
vanishes at e. Hence eRot� D f j.G�/ı ı� , which implies the remaining assertion
in the theorem. �

Proof of Corollary 7.10. Since the composition of the two arrows is the iso-
morphism

Homc.K;R=Z/! Hom
�
�1.G/;Z

�
u 7! u�

it suffices to show that the second morphism is injective. If f1; f2 W zG ! R are
homogeneous continuous quasimorphisms which induce the same homomorphism
h W�1.G/!Z, then their difference f1�f2 is �1.G/-invariant and hence descends
to a homogeneous quasimorphism G ! R which therefore vanishes, since G is
connected semisimple with finite center. Thus f1D f2, which completes the proof.

�

Remark 7.11. For special classes � 2 yH2cb.G;Z/ the rotation number Rot�
coincides with previously known constructions:

(1) If G D HomeoC.S1/ is the group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms
of the circle (viewed as an abstract group) and eb 2 H2b.G;Z/ is the bounded
Euler class, Ghys [25] observed that Roteb.'/ is the classical rotation number
of the homeomorphism '.
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(2) To obtain the symplectic rotation number defined by Barge and Ghys [1] for
G D Sp.2n;R/, we have to consider the class � which corresponds to the
homomorphism u WK D U.n/! T defined by u.k/D .detk/2.

(3) If D is an irreducible symmetric domain of tube type, G D Aut.D/ı, and
K is the stabilizer of 0 2 D, Clerc and Koufany construct a homomorphism
� WK! T using the Jordan algebra determinant. The rotation number func-
tion and the quasimorphism constructed in their paper [18, Th. 10.3 and
Prop. 10.4], coincide then respectively with Rot� and eRot� , where � is the
class corresponding to �.

We observe moreover that if u WK! T is the complex Jacobian at 0, then
for every k 2K we have that

�.k/pX D u.k/2 ;

which incidentally shows that �b
G is in the image of yH2cb.G;Z/.

8. Toledo numbers: formula and applications to representation varieties

8.1. The formula. Let † be a connected oriented surface and G a group of
Hermitian type. In this subsection we establish a formula for the Toledo invariant
T�.†; �/ where � is a bounded integral class, and we concentrate on the case in
which @†¤∅; we mention at the end the formula in the case in which @†D∅.

The boundary of † is the union @†D
Fn
jD1 Cj of oriented circles, and we

fix a presentation

�1.†/D

�
a1; b1; : : : ; ag ; bg ; c1; : : : ; cn W

gY
iD1

Œai ; bi �

nY
jD1

cj D e

�
;

where g is the genus of† and cj is freely homotopic to Cj with positive orientation.
Combining now the long exact sequence in bounded cohomology associated to the
pair of spaces .†; @†/ and the one associated to the usual coefficient sequence in
(2.4), we obtain

0 // H2b.†; @†;R/
j@† // H2b.†;R/ // H2b.@†;R/D 0

H2b.†;Z/

OO

// H2b.@†;Z/

OO

H1.@†;R=Z/

ı

OO

0

OO
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where we have used that Hib.@†;R/ D 0, i � 1. We then have the following
congruence relation:

LEMMA 8.1. Let ˛ 2 H2b.†;Z/ and denote by ˛R its image in H2b.†;R/.˝
j�1@† .˛R/; Œ†; @†�

˛
��

˝
ı�1.˛j@†/; Œ@†�

˛
mod Z(8.1)

D�

nX
jD1

˝
ı�1˛jCj ; ŒCj �

˛
;

where we view j�1
@†
.˛R/ as ordinary relative singular cohomology class.

Proof. Let c 2 Z2b.†;Z/ be a Z-valued bounded cocycle representing ˛ 2
H2b.†;Z/, and let cj@† 2Z2b.@†;Z/ be its restriction to the boundary @†. Since the
fundamental groups of the components of @† are amenable, there exists a bounded
R-valued 1-cochain c0 2 F 1b .@†;R/ such that dc0 D cj@†. Let c00 2 F 1b .@†;R=Z/

be the corresponding R=Z-valued 1-cochain on @†: for any 1-simplex t 2 S1.@†/
we have that

hc0; ti � hc00; ti mod Z(8.2)

and moreover, since cj@† is Z-valued, c00 is a 1-cocycle which represents the class
ı�1.˛j@†/ 2 H1.@†;R=Z/.

On the other hand, we can extend c0 to a 1-cochain zc0 on † by setting

zc0.�/D

(
c0.�/ if � 2 S1.@†/

0 otherwise ;

so that c � d zc0 2 Z2b.†; @†;R/ is a cocycle which represents j�1
@†
.˛R/.

Let now s be a two-chain which represents the relative fundamental class
Œ†; @†�, so that @s represents the fundamental class Œ@†�. From the definition
of zc0, from (8.2), and the fact that hc; si 2 Z, it follows that

hc � d zc0; si D hc; si � hd zc0; si � �hc00; @si mod Z ;

thus completing the proof. �

We apply the above general lemma to the situation at hand and show the
following

LEMMA 8.2. Let � 2 yH2cb.G;Z/ and � W �1.†/!G a homomorphism. Then

T�.†; �/��
nX

jD1

Rot�
�
�.cj /

�
mod Z :
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Proof. Consider the commutative diagram

H2b
�
�1.†/;Z

� g† //

��

H2b.†;Z/

��
H2b
�
�1.Cj /;Z

�
// H2b.Cj ;Z/

H1
�
�1.Cj /;R=Z

�ı

OO

// H1.Cj ;R=Z/ ;

OO

where the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms, the vertical arrows between first and
second row are restriction maps and those between third and second are connecting
homomorphisms. The commutativity implies the first equality˝

ı�1
�
Œg†�

�.�/�jCj
�
; ŒCj �

˛
D ı�1

�
��.�/j�1.Cj /

�
.cj /D Rot�

�
�.cj /

�
;

while the second is the definition of Rot� (see Definition 7.1). This, together with
Lemma 8.1 applied to ˛ D g†

�
��.�/

�
, implies the result. �

Now we come to the formula for the Toledo invariant. Observe first that when
@†¤∅, �1.†/ is a free group and thus any homomorphism � W�1.†/!G admits
a lift z� W �1.†/! zG.

Proof of Theorem 12. Using the equivariance property of eRot� in Theorem
7.9(2), one checks that

R.�/ WD �
nX

jD1

eRot�
�
z�.cj /

�
does not depend on the choice of the lift z�. Thus the map

Hom
�
�1.†/;G

�
! R

� 7! R.�/

is well defined and continuous since eRot� is continuous and zG!G is a covering.
This implies, with Proposition 3.10, that the map

� 7! T�.†; �/�R.�/(8.3)

is continuous. On the other hand (from Lemma 8.2) we know that this map is
Z-valued and hence, since Hom

�
�1.†/;G

�
is connected, that (8.3) is constant:

evaluation at the trivial homomorphism implies that this constant is zero, thus
showing the theorem. �

Finally, we indicate briefly the formula when @†D∅. Let

Œ � ; � �Q WG �G! zG
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denote the zG-valued commutator map. Recall that when @†D∅ the consideration
of ordinary cohomology suffices.

THEOREM 8.3. Let � 2 yH2c .G;Z/ and u 2 Homc.K;R=Z/ the associated ho-
momorphism. If � W �1.†/!G is a representation, we have

T�.†; �/D�u�

0@ gY
jD1

�
�.ai /; �.bi /

�
Q

1A
where, as usual, u� W �1.K/D �1.G/! Z is the homomorphism induced by u.

Remark 8.4. One may prove the formula in Theorem 8.3 by cutting † along
the separating curve Œa1; b1� and combine the formula in Theorem 8.3 applied to
each component together with the additivity property in Proposition 3.2(1).

Remark 8.5. The formula in Theorem 8.3 generalizes Milnor’s classical for-
mula for the Euler number of a representation into GLC.2/ [45].

8.2. The bounded fundamental class and generalized w1-classes. The group
PU.1; 1/ acts effectively on the circle @D and we have seen that if �1 and �2 are
maximal representations of �1.†/ into PU.1; 1/, then the resulting actions on @D

are semiconjugate in the sense of Ghys [25]. If eb 2 H2b
�
PU.1; 1/;Z

�
denotes the

bounded Euler class, or more precisely the restriction to PU.1; 1/ of the bounded
Euler class of the group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of @D, then
��1.e

b/D ��2.e
b/ [25]. Thus we obtain a canonical class

�b
†;Z 2 H2b

�
�1.†/;Z

�
associated to the oriented surface † and which plays the role of the classical funda-
mental class when @†¤∅. We propose to call it the bounded fundamental class
of †; observe that even when @†D∅, this class contains more information than
the usual fundamental class since

H2b
�
�1.†/;Z

�
! H2

�
�1.†/;Z

�
is never injective. Thus we obtain that for a representation � W �1.†/! PU.1; 1/
the following are equivalent:

(1) � is maximal;

(2) � comes from a complete hyperbolic structure on †ı;

(3) ��.eb/D �b
†;Z.

For general groups G of Hermitian type, an analogue of the equivalence of (1)
and (3) holds for real coefficients; the extent to which it does not hold for integral
coefficients will lead to nontrivial invariants for maximal representations.

Let now G be of Hermitian type and, as usual, let f�b
G;i W 1 � i � ng be the

basis of H2cb.G;R/ determined by the decomposition of the associated symmetric
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space X D X1 � : : :Xn into irreducible factors. We define a linear form �G on
H2cb.G;R/ by

�G.�
b
G;i /D rXi :

Let �b
† 2H2b

�
�1.†/;R

�
denote the real class which is the image of �b

†;Z by change
of coefficients. Then it follows from our results obtained so far that:

COROLLARY 8.6. For a homomorphism � W �1.†/! G the following are
equivalent:

(1) � is maximal;

(2) ��.�/D �G.�/�b
† for all � 2 H2cb.G;R/.

Let now D be the bounded symmetric domain associated to G, {S its Shilov
boundary, and Q the stabilizer of some point in {S ; let eG be the exponent of the
finite group Q=Qı. We will furthermore denote by Hommax

�
�1.†/;G

�
the set of

maximal representations of �1.†/ into G.
If � 2 yH2cb.G;Z/ and �0 W �1.†/ ! G is a maximal representation, then

Theorem 13 states that for every maximal representation � W �1.†/!G the map

R�0� .�/ W �1.†/! R=Z

 7! Rot�
�
�./

�
�Rot�

�
�0./

�
is a homomorphism, which takes values in e�1G Z=Z if D is of tube type.

Before we turn to the proof of Theorem 13 we give an example and state a
few preliminary lemmas.

Example 8.7. Let V be a real symplectic vector space of dimension 2n. Let
K DU.V; J / be the maximal compact subgroup of Sp.V / given by the choice of a
compatible complex structure J on V , det WK!T the complex determinant, and let
� 2 yH2cb

�
Sp.V /;Z

�
be the bounded integer class associated to the homomorphism

u WK! R=Z, where e2�iu D det.
When nD 1, the associated rotation number Rot�.�/ W �1.†/! Z=2Z,  7!

Rot�
�
�./

�
associates to an element  2�1.†/ the sign of the eigenvalue of �./2

Sp.V /Š SL.2;R/. In particular, Rot�.�/ itself is not a homomorphism.
On the other hand, when n is even, let � W SL.2;R/! Sp.V / be the homo-

morphism corresponding to a diagonal disk D! X, and choose a hyperbolization
h W �1.†/! SL.2;R/. Setting �0 D� ı h, we have that Rot�.�0/D 0 and hence
Rot�.�/D R�0� .�/ is a homomorphism. This homomorphism is related to the first
Stiefel-Whitney class of the following bundle. Let L.V / the Grassmannian of
Lagrangian subspaces in V and L! L.V / the tautological bundle. In [12] we
have shown that if S D �nD is a closed hyperbolic surface and � W � ! Sp.V /
is a maximal representation, the equivariant map ' W @D!L.V / in Theorem 8 is
continuous. Composing ' with the visual map T1D! @D and pulling back the
bundle L, we get a vector bundle L� ! T1S with base the unit tangent bundle
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of S . Then the first Stiefel-Whitney class w1.L�/ 2 H1.T1S;Z=2Z/ is given by
the composition of the projection �1.T1S/! � and Rot�.�/ W �! Z=2Z.

This example shows that in some cases Rot�.�/ is a homomorphism, whereas
in general only the difference R�0� .�/ for a fixed maximal representation �0 is a
homomorphism, which generalizes the first Stiefel-Whitney class; in fact when
@† ¤ ∅, the map ' is in general not continuous as the case of PU.1; 1/ already
shows, and there is no (continuous) bundle in sight.

LEMMA 8.8. Let � W �1.†/!G be a maximal representation. Then for every
 2 �1.†/, �./ has at least one fixed point in {S .

Proof. This follows at once from Theorem 8, more specifically from the strict
equivariance of the left continuous map ' W @D! {S . �

LEMMA 8.9. The restriction map H2cb.G;R/! H2cb.Q;R/ is the zero map.

Proof. Let X D X1 � � � � � Xn be a decomposition of the symmetric space
associated to G into irreducible factors. Then {S D {S1 � � � � � {Sn, where {Si is the
Shilov boundary of Xi . Let pi W {S ! {Si be the projection onto the i-th factor and
set ˇ {S;i D pi

�ˇ {Si
, where ˇ {Si is the generalized Maslov cocycle of {Si .

Let � D
Pn
iD1 �i�

b
G;i , where f�b

G;i W 1 � i � ng is the basis of H2cb.G;R/.

Applying [9, Cor. 2.3], we have for any Q-invariant Borel set Z � {S a commutative
diagram

H2
�
B1alt .

{S�/Q
�

//

��

H2cb.Q;R/

H2
�
B1alt .Z

�/Q
�

77

where the class Œˇ WD
Pn
iD1 �iˇ {S;i � 2 H2

�
B1alt .

{S�/Q
�

goes to �jQ (see Section

2.1.3); taking now Z to be the Q-fixed point in {S and observing that ˇjZ3 D 0,
we get that �jQ D 0. �

LEMMA 8.10. Rot� jQ W Q! R=Z is a homomorphism, and if D is of tube
type, Rot� is trivial on Qı, and hence Rot�.Q/� e�1G Z=Z.

Proof. The first assertion follows from the fact that �RjQ D 0 (see Lemma
8.9) and from Lemma 7.2(2).

Let QDMAQNQ be the Langlands decomposition of Q; then Rot� is trivial
on AQNQ (see Proposition 7.8(1)). Now M ı is reductive with compact center and
we may assume that Z.M ı/�K \Q. If then D is of tube type, the Lie algebra of
K\Q is contained in the Lie algebra of ŒK;K� [37, Th. 4.11] and since Rot� jK is a
homomorphism, it is therefore trivial on ŒK;K� and hence on Z.M ı/ı. Since Rot�
is also trivial on every connected almost simple factor of M ı, we obtain finally that
it is trivial on Qı. �
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Proof of Theorem 13. Let � 2 yH2cb.G;Z/ and �; �0 W �1.†/!G be maximal
representations. Corollary 8.6 implies that the real class in H2b

�
�1.†/;R

�
which

corresponds to ��.�/� �.�/ 2 H2b
�
�1.†/;Z

�
vanishes and hence

��.�/� ��0.�/D ı.h/(8.4)

for a unique homomorphism h W �1.†/! R=Z. Restricting the equality (8.4) to
cyclic subgroups, we get

R�0� .�/D Rot�
�
�./

�
�Rot�

�
�0./

�
D h./

for all  2 �1.†/.
Now from Lemma 8.8 we know that every �./ and �0./ is conjugate to an

element of Q and thus if D is of tube type we have from Lemma 8.10 that R�0� .�/2
e�1G Z=Z. The last assertion follows then from the fact that Rot� is continuous and
Hom

�
�1.†/; e

�1
G Z=Z

�
is finite. �

8.3. Applications to representation varieties. Let G be a group of Hermitian
type. If @†D∅, it is well known that Hommax

�
�1.†/;G

�
is a union of components

of Hom
�
�1.†/;G

�
and hence if G is real algebraic, the set of maximal represen-

tations is a real semialgebraic set. In the case in which @†¤∅, Hom
�
�1.†/;G

�
is connected; it is then necessary to study certain naturally defined subsets of the
representation variety.

We assume @†¤∅ and use the presentation in (1.1). Let CD .C1; : : : ;Cn/

be a set of conjugacy classes in G. Then

HomC
�
�1.†/;G

�
WD
˚
� 2 Hom

�
�1.†/;G

�
W �.ci / 2 Ci ; 1� i � n

	
is a real semialgebraic set and

COROLLARY 8.11. For any � 2 H2cb.G;R/ the map � 7! T�.†; �/ is constant
on connected components of HomC

�
�1.†/;G

�
.

Proof. Since H2cb.G;R/ is spanned by integral classes (see Proposition 7.7(3)),
we may assume that � is integral, in which case T�.†; �/ is congruent mod Z to
�
Pn
iD1 Rot�

�
�.ci /

�
; the latter is then constant for � 2 HomC

�
�1.†/;G

�
. Thus,

since � 7! T�.†; �/ is continuous, it is locally constant which proves the corollary.
�

In view of Lemma 8.8 a particularly suitable space of representations in rela-
tion with the study of maximal representations is

Hom {S
�
�1.†/;G

�
WD
˚
� 2 Hom

�
�1.†/;G

�
W �.ci / has at least

one fixed point in {S; 1� i � n
	
:

Indeed we have:

Hommax
�
�1.†/;G

�
� Hom {S

�
�1.†/;G

�
:
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COROLLARY 8.12. Let � 2 yH2cb.G;Z/ and assume that D is of tube type. Then
we have that

T�.†; �/ 2 e�1G Z

for every � 2 Hom {S
�
�1.†/;G

�
, and Hommax

�
�1.†/;G

�
is a union of connected

components of Hom {S
�
�1.†/;G

�
. In particular, if G is a real algebraic group,

we conclude that the set of maximal representations of �1.†/ into G is a real
semialgebraic set.

Proof. If D is of tube type and �.ci / fixes a point in {S , we have by Lemma
8.10 that Rot�

�
�.ci /

�
2 e�1G Z and hence, by Lemma 8.2, T�.†; �/ 2 e�1G Z. Since

yH2cb.G;Z/ spans H2cb.G;R/, we get that for every � 2 H2cb.G;R/, the map � 7!

T�.†; �/ is locally constant on Hom {S
�
�1.†/;G

�
which implies the assertion. �

9. Examples

The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 7 in the introduction. In this
case G DG.R/ı, where G is a connected algebraic group defined over R and G
is of Hermitian type. As usual, t WDr! X is a maximal polydisk (where rD rX),
and d W D ! X is the composition of the diagonal embedding D ! Dr with t .
Accordingly, we have homomorphisms

� W SU.1; 1/r!G and � W SU.1; 1/!G

which satisfy

��.�b
G/D �

b
SU.1;1/r and ��.�b

G/D r �b
SU.1;1/ :

As a consequence, if h; h1; : : : ; hr W �1.†/! SU.1; 1/ are hyperbolizations, the
composition of

�1.†/! SU.1; 1/r

 7!
�
h1./; : : : ; hr./

�
with � , hr , and � ı h define maximal representations. We will need the following

LEMMA 9.1. If X is of tube type there exists u 2 ZG.Image�/ such that G is
generated by Image � [u.Image �/u�1.

Proof. For every u 2 ZG.Image�/ let Hu denote the subgroup of G gen-
erated by Image � and u.Image �/u�1, and let hu denote its Lie algebra. Then
Hu is of Hermitian type and of the same rank as G, and the embedding of the
symmetric space Yu associated to Hu into the symmetric space X associated to
G is holomorphic. Moreover, if Z0 is the generator of the center of the maximal
compact subgroup of Image� which gives the complex structure on the disk d.D/,
then Z0 2 hu � g gives the complex structure on Yu and on X. In particular, the
embedding of Lie algebras hu ,! g is an .H2/-homomorphism, [48].

Fixing a base point in the image of the tight holomorphic disk d.D/ in X, we
may assume that the Cartan decompositions of hu and g are compatible. Let k0 � g
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denote the Lie algebra of ZG.Image�/ and t� g the Lie algebra of Image � , and
let tD l˚r be the Cartan decomposition of t. With a case by case analysis using the
Satake-Ihara classification of .H2/-homomorphisms, [47], [34], one can determine
elements v 2 k0 such that Ad.exp v/r[ r will not be contained in any noncompact
Lie subalgebra h� g given by an .H2/-homomorphism. �

Now let h W �1.†/! SU.1; 1/ be a hyperbolization as in the statement of the
theorem and choose a simple closed geodesic C �†ı separating † into two com-
ponents †1; †2. With the hypotheses at hand, we can find simple closed geodesics
Ci �†i not intersecting C . Let h.i/t denote the hyperbolizations of †ı obtained by
multiplying the length of Ci by a factor .1C t /, t � 0, while keeping h.i/t constant
on �1.C / ,! �1.†i /. Fix 0 < �1 < � � �< �r; then the composition �.i/t with

�i .†i /! SU.1; 1/r

 7!
�
h
.i/
�1t
./; : : : ; h

.i/
�rt
./
�

is maximal and its Zariski closure coincides with Image � . Choose now u 2

ZG.Image�/ as in Lemma 9.1 and define the representation �t W �1.†/!G by

�t ./ WD

(
�
.1/
t if  2 �1.†1/

u�
.2/
t u�1 if  2 �1.†2/ :

Then �t is maximal by the additivity property (see Proposition 3.2) and from
Lemma 9.1 we deduce that �t has Zariski dense image for t > 0.

Appendix A. Index of Notation

Gı connected component of the identity in G
{S Shilov boundary of a bounded symmetric domain
rX rank of the symmetric space X

GX connected component of the group of isometries of X

�.x; y; z/ smooth triangle with geodesic sides and vertices x; y; z
� W L!G homomorphism associated to a diagonal disk
� W LrX !G homomorphism associated to a maximal polydisk
��.X/G complex of G-invariant differential forms on X

H�c .G;R/ continuous cohomology of G with R coefficients
H�cb.G;R/ bounded continuous cohomology of G with R- coefficients
yH�cb.G;A/ Borel cohomology of G with AD R; Z or R=Z coefficients
yH�c .G;A/ bounded Borel cohomology of G with AD R; Z or R=Z coefficients
H�.X; Y;A/ relative singular cohomology with AD R; Z or R=Z coefficients
H�b.X; Y;A/ relative bounded singular cohomology

with AD R; Z or R=Z coefficients
H�.X;A/ singular cohomology with AD R; Z or R=Z coefficients
H�b.X;A/ bounded singular cohomology with AD R; Z or R=Z coefficients
H�
�
�1.X/; A

�
group cohomology with AD R; Z or R=Z coefficients

H�b
�
�1.X/; A

�
bounded group cohomology with AD R; Z or R=Z coefficients�

B1alt .
{S�/
�

complex of bounded alternating Borel cocycles on {S
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ZL1alt
�
.@D/�;R

�� cocycles in the complex of �-invariant alternating
bounded measurable functions on @D

Sm.Y / set of singular m-simplices in Y
Fb.Y;R/ space of bounded m-cochains
�G Kähler class in H2c .G;R/
�b
G

bounded Kähler class in H2cb.G;R/

T�.†; �/ Toledo number with respect to � 2 H2cb.G;R/

T.†; �/ Toledo number with respect to bounded Kähler class �b
G
2 H2cb.G;R/

Rot� rotation number associated to � 2 yH2cb.G;Z/eRot� homogeneous quasimorphism which lifts Rot�
NK.A/ normalizer of A in K
ZK.A/ centralizer of A in K
Z.�/ center of �
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